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Near Blizzard Paralyzes Area
Offickils tirgir-No fravit
Roads Extremely Hazardous
Like a slumPbering giant, the Winter
of 1978 struck with renewed vitality last
—nightand fodir, virtually paralyzing
Highway and local traffic in Western

nil this morning," Miller said. The
Over 21 inches of snow has fallen in
the last tw9.....WItekS. in..at.,least. film judge said, however,• that his office is
coordinating emergency calls. "Up to separate storps..
now our people has gotten to everyone "-A spokesman for Calloway County
Sheriff's Depahnefit said eally today;•- who has called within an hour,"'-Miller- -said.
"Lots „of people can't leave because of
Miller said he had heard of no ex..
the snOw.drifts. They're just where they
can't get out." The spokesman said the
treme emergencies.."We haven't had__
order for traffic' to stay off the highanything like that. But, we could
probably get to them with two four
ways came because "it is easier for
snow plows to clean loose snow rather
wheelers and four or five boys with
snow shovels," Miller said.
than where it has been packed down
with cars driving over it."
Numbers that can be called for
State highway road crews are out _.ruzidance Include---253-2920
again today, "We're doing what- we • County Judge's Office
753-0929
have been doing for the last two
Senior Citizens
753-5362
weeks." one highway department
Project Independence
spokesman said. The spokesman said
753-162.1__ _
Murray Police Department
the department expected to have the
CB Club
four main highways in Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad
,. .753-t112
graded by mid-day."We started salting
A spokesman for West Kentucky- -yesterday, late and we think that if it
Rural Electric Cooperative said today warms some of it will melt," the
See SNOWSTORM,
spokesman said.
'
1
Page 12,Coburn'
The Departrnen„t of Transportation
kept crews wodting-ell night.

A cold dismal rain Tw
ednesday. afternoon quickly turned
sleet then
snow, which reached over tour inches
before it--stopped Ay Wednesday
evening near blizzard conditions
_ezjsted in Western Kentucky as the
temperature dropped and winds gusted
39over 35 Miles per hour.
-11(rnntnkyStsi.p.1Jee, KekiftwleyDepartment of Transportation aniTthe
Kentucky Fire Marshal's Office early
today ordered all state-maintained
— -roads west of Morehead in Eastern
Kentucky closedtotriffic.
Drivers :did_ venture out-though,
hampering-snow rernevalaffortsA Kentucky State Police spokesman
said roads are slick and hazardous
STILL TRYING - Though Highway 94 was nothing but a skating rank, there were some brave motorists who
throughout the Purchase Area. "In fact
managed to come into town early this morning. MI classes and offices at loc4 schools and Murray State University
one of our units is caught betviten two
were shut down today as were quite a few business establishments locally.
snow banks," the spokesman said.
Staff Photo by Mike Brandon
Murray Street • Department t4 4:44 "We've located several people
were busy today in Murray dumping
stranded...the traffic was tied up for a
MeetCitywhile lastnight-on-Sinithole Hill near cinders on city street& aeeording-Ma.
WinctChatittde
.
department spokes
Crewmen
with
_
Benton,"
the
spokesman
said
The
Administration
Atmospheric
Oceanic
and
National
Source:
Murrify -sanitation Department also
-Eel a,
spokesman said no major traffic jams
Both tetnperiatife and wind cause Went loss'friiiii-56i137 surfaces:A --nOrtibiriaTion of cola andwind-Ma
_
aidedin the effort-_
_
-1:16dyfetsttorderthan the artuartemperature:-The table shows:for example-the temperatureof20degrees- - were reported- in :-the,Parehase Area
minus
Q
with
'n
gees
rahrenheit. plus a wind of 20 miles per hour, causes a body heat loss equal to that
At least siz graders and other --early todaY,
The regular meeting--of-the Murray wind. In other words,the wind makes 20 degree's feel like minus 9.. vehicles equiped with grader blades
City School Board will be held tonight at
Gusts
of
wind
early
today
caused
• Top line of Nunsshowsaclual temperatures Column at left shows wind speeds.
with Calloway County Road Depart7:30 p.m. according to board chairman
snow to drift onto portions of heavily
ment are out today scraping county
Don Henry.
traveled US.641-as well as pther local
215
20
15
10
5 - 4 -5 -10 -15 -20 -25 -30_ -36 740 -45
•
435
30
roads,-according to a spokesman.
. MPH
The meeting of the Murray Conunon .
roads.
16
12
7
.'6- -11 -16 -20 -26 -31 -35 -,-41' -47 -52
5
33 - 27
•
•
_ Council.has been cancelled,tow:every
Local
sehOola
are
closed
and
Murray
.. -22 - -27 -34--45 -1.62-•__68 -64 -70 -4-7710
21
16 -Ljr__ --2
Calloway County Judge _Robert O. .and Mayor Melvin fleoley said it would- -72
78 -86 -42=- .̀"--State Univers-irk hiTealled off-classes.
-18 -25 -31 -38 -45 -51 -=-58
1
-6
15
16
0_
Miller's
office tod_iyt
coordinatfig
call a special meeting and announce if - -Many businesses were also closed
88 -96 -103
3_ -74
-9 - -17
-32 -40 =46 ,S2 -60 -68 -74 -81
96 -104 -11Q
29 -37 45--e-52- -58-------67 _45L_81 -89
25 _ 7 --O.-. -7 -15 -22
today and a host_a_Weptings were- emergency reliefefftirtsInthe.cotudy----new agenda ata-liier date.
'--63 -70 -78 -87_ -94 101 -109 -117
33 -Mitt
30 - 5- " -2-- -11 -18-* -26
"Our snow
hsi nearly gone to
called off.
35
4
--4 -12 -20 -27 -35 -43 -52 -58 -67 -74 -83 -90 -98 -105 -113 -121
-107
-101
-111F-424
40
'
-.13- -21 -29 -36 -45 -54, ---ie811 -e9-75-84 -92
45
2 -6 -15 -23
38 -46 -54 •--41i .-78 -76 -85 -94 -501 -Ida - tit -Ms
87 -96 T.103 -112 120 -128
50
1
-7. -15 -23 -31 -38 -47 -58 -83 -70 -79
(WInd speeds greater than 50 rniih have little additional chilling effect.)

City_SchoolloorcL
But
Council Cancelled

,-.

Women's Activities, Abortion
Foes, Vie For Legislative Ears
chances for passage by attaching an
By T.G.MOORE
Another lucrative source was the coal
-appropriation that would have to be severatice,4ar, which at- alinost -$58
-;"--4%--AssictsitedPress Writer
reviewed by another committee.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP). - The
:- million for the first six months exThe laetrile issue now goes to the full - -,ceededpredietions bytt.5 percent.
-Kentucky-Legislature has passed one of
House.
its most eventful days of the 1978
"Over $3 million of this was from
The House Labor and Industry -audits--and - back year collections,"
session, with women's activists and
Committee, meantime, voted 9-7 in
foes of abortions vying for support,
Carpenter said. "Stockililing in anfavor of a bill authorizing collective
whilethelegislative committees shifted
ticipation_ of, ths coal strike probably
bargaining for public employees.
Into high gar
contributed the remainder."
The proposal Would -forbid strikes by
The Kentucky Women's Agenda
public workers, including schoel
At the Shine time, the commissioner
Coalition, composed of about 25
teachers. Similar measures have failed
women's rights groups, announced at a
injected-a note Of caution, pointing to a
to piss the General Assembly over the
news conference Wednesday that it is
alight slecline in severance tax
past eight yearl.'
-- proposing legislation to --help a
collections last December from the
The House passed a bill restoring the
homemaker displaced from her role by
same month in 1976.
authority of county fiscal courts to .
the death of her spouseor by divorce.
That indicates that the nationwide
The Louisville-based coalition also Make floodprone areas eligible for
United Mine Workers strike, which
said it will push for measures to protect federal flood insurance.
began in early December,is starting to
The issue wascast in doubt by a state
battered women and to allow a woman
affect tax collections, he said.
to use her original- name on-a-driver's. Supreme Court decision last year
"A prolonged strike Will affed other
striking down the 1972 Home Rule Act,
license..
'
taxes and could prevent total
The legislative plank also includes which gave fiscal courts the power to
realization of the predicted increase,"
_ _ . _ • Carpentersaid.
opposition to efforts_10_r_escind_Ken- __Jnake laws... ____„.
The measure approved4Vednesday is
--111111111111111111a._____
designed to resolve the flood insurance . -Individual- uwoule
etillections
eligibility question while the fine points
were it the level estimated, while
'of rewriting the Home Rule Act are still
frankfort
corporate tax receipts rose $3 million.
being worked out.
•
One weakness was in taxes collected
.
the-basis of receipts for the half for motor fuels-some 2 percent below- roundup
year, the state reported Wednesday
expectations forthe six months.
- - - that-at- expects to vollect $649 milliop
morethis year for the general fund than
originally predicted.
today
'
s index
tucky's 1972 ratification of the Equal
The initial revenue estimate had been
One Section
.
-12Pages
Rights Amendment and to a proposal to
$1.4IS billion. Revemie Commissioner
ban the use of state welfare money for
Classifieds
10,11
Maurice Comedic said.be_ Li _raising _
iTiWtons.
Crosswords
.......
to$1.475 billion.
.
The abortion issue drew about 500
Comics
10
The generaTfund finances most state
•- opponents to the capitol rotunda for a
. Dear Abby
...government services andis the heart of
rally4 at which cloientlif lawmakers
Deaths & Funerals
-- 12
Kentucky's. budget, which also Is.
voweitthat they will fight for the antiGarrott's Geller
financed -by federal money and by
abortion cause in the House and Senate.
Horoscope..,
.
special fells agencies raise for themSenate President Pro Tenn Joe
Let's Stay Well
3
selves.
Prather, D-Vine Grove, led the
LocalScene
2,3,4
The $49 million increase in the
bipartisan contingent of lawmakers
Opinion Page
5
general _fund means the state should
who joined religious leaders at the preSports
6,7
have that much more to spend in the
noon rally..
coming five months.
windy and cold
Another emotional and controversial
If the extra money materializes, the
issue surfaced Wednesday in the House
Travelers advisory today
Carroll administration has the option of
Health and Welfare Committee. The
Mostly cloudy, very windy and
carrying it over for the next fiscal year
panel voted 10-3 in favor of a bill to
cold today with occasional
as a surplus.
legalize the sale in Kentucky of laetrile,
"The greatest .- strength was in the
periods of snow. wideapread
a purported cancer drug.
sales and use tax," Carpenter said.
blowing and drifting snow. Highs
But the panel rejected 9-4 a proposed
That 5-cent levy is the bread and
today five to 15. Extremely cold
amendment - to allocate $500,000 for
butter of the general fund.
tonight with winds diminishing
research to monitor the effectiveness of
and snow ending. Lows from five
It reached *254 million for the first six
the drug.
to ten below zero. Variable
months,and the revenue conuillssioner
Committee .• members who voted
:cloudiness- and oontinued .very-that- it..would- bring in Oa
es441401,,
=--tigeinst -the-iiiiieruilielit'suld they
million above expectations by next
cold Friday. Highs five to 15.
- Would--hurt the- nrnsure's
June 30, when this fiscaLyear ends.

4L.

,

MOON LIT MORNING - A full moon cast an eerie light over Almo early today as countians woke up to over four
inches of additional snow and gusting winds. Snow drifted on portions of state and county roads last evening, adding to hazardous driving conditions. Some 21 inches of snow has fallen in snow storms this month, equaling a
record in recent years.
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DRIFTING WHITE STUFF - Snow last eveningdrifted across Chestnut, covering the front ends of these autos
parked on the lot of Carroll Volkswagen in Murray, Myers.today contended with'drifting snow on roadways as'
winds gusted up to 30 miles per hour at times. Four inches of additional snow fell in a near blizzard Wednesday evVItta2dInzaraftdirWestiCeltftlelty
_
, •
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New Year's
• Resolutions Broken.
Three of my New Year's
resolutions are broken, and
January is not gone yet. One of
the resolutions cannot be

ta
PHoio,BON-US

Go Toward Permetric Hair

Mended and I cannot start
over on it. Tbat was the
promise I made to attend
church each Sunday this year.
Last year and the year before
found
my
attendance

irregular. I.„-.414 not ITILSS
church because Of a lack of
interest, but because of. a
sleeping problem - poor sleep
St. Louis, MO — Ps:metric metric Hairstyles feature
at night and late Aleepiag in
ming into a fashionable, MUMthe morning. Now that pattern Hair, hi various lengths, has - wisps of hair called "fringe." free and enjoyable experien
ce
Eringe is seen across the for the client," Ms.
is adjusted. First Sunday this been created by the 88,000Weergan
g
member
Nationa
l hair- forehead, on the sides of the minty.
year found me at church. Yon
know in what condition the dressers -and Cosmetologists face, over the ears and at the
In the bubbly foam perm,
roads have been. I dared not Association (NHCA) for nape, depending on the length hair designed with perm
rods
venture out for church or Spring-Summer 1979.
of the style. or rollers is coveftid with a
Accordi
ng
to
anywhere.
the
"The story of Permetrics is foaming chemical which
The second resolution: I association's Styles Director built around both the perm penetrates
into the hair to
promisenmyself to be regular Alicia Weergang of Nashua, N. and the cut," Ms. Weergang produce romanti
c waves and
H.,
Permetr
ic Hair is the explained.:The cut has been
with this columnfand have it at
curls.
the office so that it would strongest statement ever all-important in the past few
Among %be Permetric Hair
appear in The Murray Ledger made- by the National Hair- years. Hair eiperts now - favorites
created for Spring*
& Times each Tuesday.-I have dressers and Cosmetologists reads. in -order te &Neve Summer
are
Egyptian looks,
Associa
tion on the in- soft, feminine looks, the cut
so% much material that is
Wind Drifting, 30's Update
usable but it just lies here terrelationship of perming must be designed to work with and Visor
looks.
staring at me. Maybe the and cutting.
the perm,"- she said.
The styles feature ver"Permetric Hair combines
•• Weeks missed canbe made up.
Waves, curls andfringe are satility in length, adequate for
• The third resolution: The diametric penning and niefrIc important because they work many styling
variations, hi-,
history of the First Christian. cutting techniques," Ms. together with Spring-Summer cluding popular
braids, twists
Church has been in the Weergang stated.
apparel to create feminine and chignons.
Diametric perming is feelings of softness and
making for the past Jour or
Permetric
Hair,
as
more years. I had determined' defined as a precise method of romance. Loose curls and premier
ed
at
the
National
to get it rounded up and in the selecting the exact size perm Waves are required to corn- Beauty
By Abigail Van Buren
Show in Las Vegas,
hands of the church fathers rods to support the Metric planing these clothes and the Nev.,
January
15-18, 1978, is
•Oni month. That I think Icon ,Haircut. Parma. rods • are • soft pastel-mien -fashionable being
taughtto cosmetokigtsts
do since all the minutes and measured by diameter size. for Spring-Summer.
throughout ,the country in
DEAR READERS: If your child Was had all the programs are in the hands of Particular sizes are selected,
"Frizzy• curls are not their 'individual cities
and
necessary shots to protect him against polio, rubella the readers who
are writing for different hair, lengths, feminine enough for these states. The National
(German measles), regular measles, diphtheria, whooping the
Hairdensitie
s
and textures.
findings. Mary Parks has
romantic
clothes,
and dressers and Cosmetologists
congh,. tetanua and mumps, skip .this. column.
The length, density and cosmetologists will be using
Of the 52 million children in this country who are 14 Plat called me that she and
Association keeps fashionyears old or younger, to date approximately 20 million husband Bill have their texture of the hair are a-I-gain larger pent rodii, and even -oriented education as a major
have not been adequately immunized against the material ready for Me to pick considered in Metric Hair- some rollers,to design the soft goal for its professional
cutting, a process of cutting perms," Ms Weergang exabove-mentioned diseases!
'
membership.
"Never put off till tomorrow hair to elect lengthi at plained.
Almost everyonli knows that paralysis and even death
Perrnetric Hair was created
can result from polio, but did you know that measles can what you can do today," has specific areas of the head. The
_The:. soft Permetric curls by the association
after
sometimes lead to retardation, deafness, blindness, heart become, "Never do today combination of metric hair- and waves arecreated
to show conferring with other leading
damage, brain damage and even death? And those not what can wait til tomorrow." cutting and diametric per- off
healthy, -'well-conditioned authorities in the beauty
immunized against diphtheria, whooping - cough and with me. Procrast
and
ination is ming create the total Per- hair to its pest advantage.
fashiqn industries.
tetanus can fall victim to pneumonia, kidney damage, heart one
metric
of
Hair
my
effect.
sins.
I
am
enThe professional per gives
damage and death as a result of these dipease_s?
&rid complications resulting from mumpei include couriged in the history "All styles are created to Permetric• Hair lasting
deafness, sterility (in niales), brain damage and jUvenile project because 19 matiy give the American woman the 'stability for quick showermembers accepted work. Just "soft, feminine look she needs
diabetes.
washing-'and towel-drying
for Spring-Summer aparel.
The incidence of rubella is increasing among junior high a few refused to help.
between salon visits.
NOee
school, high school and college students. It a pregnant
Members of theklearch who HarSht.geo!nc!tric lines are
Examining Pie beauty inwoman getathis diskease,it can have devastating effects on are reviewing and writing the gone,"
Ms.
Weergang
dustry's emphasis on penning
eziZE
- her unborn child.
activities of the church sine* stressed.
• techniques, the national
No child or young adult is adequately protected unless 196p include: Bailey Gore, Mr. Permetric Hair is airy,
soft
association notes that bubblyhe has been fully immunized or has suffered the disease. and Mrs. Eugene
Scott; Mr. and at least slightly layererlin
foam is gaining importance. Dr. Martin Luther ,King was
- 'Fhe immunization shots are available without charge at
"This dripless perm method - the youngest man to win
public health clinics. If you prefer to have your own and Mrs. Robert Puttoff; Mr. lengths that vary from
the
peace prize. He
and
Mrs.
shoulder
James
length
Rudy
to
just-over- creates a beautiful foam was Nobel
physician give the immunization, a small charge-for the
only 35 when -he
Allbritte
ttL-Heary-Holion-; Dr. thelip-of-the-ear. All PerWitte visit may be required. Physicians may obtain the
feeling that translates per- was awarded it is 1-964.
and Mrs. A. H. Titswo-rth+-Jimvaccine free frortf the Department of Public Health.
• It is up_ta you,_the—parents, to keep treek of your Boone; Maj. Darrell Mc• childrin's shot records.
'Ferron; John Pasco Jr.;
U you are not stile whether -your child is complet
ely Elmer Collins; Mrs. Armin
immunized, call your local health department or your Clark; Gene Mining; Mr.
physician's office and find out. -and Mrs. Frank Watoscott;
Because many children are not fully immunized (some Mr. and Mrs: Bob
Robbins;
parents are forgetful, others have neglected to follow
Mrs. Tammie Lavender; Mrs.
through with children's booster shots), we fear that
T. N. McDougal; Mrs. Taz
epidemics of these diseases will occur• soon.
Although the frequency is very low, there are minimal Roberts; Corinne McNutt;
risks associated with immunizations. Side effects Bitch as Preston Holland; Gene
fever, a sore arm or a rash are the more likely reactions Landolt.
that might occur.
Finally, if you have any questions, regarding
immunization, please phone your Department of Public
Health or your own physician. It will cost you nothing (or
very little). And for a free copy of "Parent's Guide to
Childhood Immunization," write to Immunization, Pueblo,
Colo. 81009.
What will you tell your child if he contracts any of these
- diseases because YOU failed to protect him against them?
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Think about it.
• Associated Press Food Editor
DEAR ABBY: Hon, important do you think clothes are?
LUNCHEON FARE
I am a 31-year-old woman who has been told many
times
that if I want to get a man I shoulcl pay more attention to Sliced Turkey
the way I dress. I am average looking—not too fat or too Waybury Relish
thin—but I've never been clothes-crazy.
Ice Cream
I've always dressed neatly and inconspicuously, but I
WAYBURY INN RELISH
never did have much style. I think if a man iagoing to get
interested in a woman, what she wears won't make that
We ferreted out this Vermont
much difference. I'd appreciate your opinion.
recipe on request.
I small onion
JUST AVERAGE
3 ribs celery
•
DEAR JUST: In this day of competition,"packaging( is
1 or 2-hard-boiled-eggs
important. To quote my friend Edith Head, one of the
2 cups kidney beans„
leading authorities in the fashion world: "All women look
drained
alike in the bathtub. The only chance a woman gets to /4 teaspoon white pepper
show her individuality is when she puts hear clothes on." I
1 tablespoon mayonnaise
vote with Edith.
2 teaspooniprepared
mustard
I teaspoon curry powder
Who said the teen years are the happieit? For'Abby's
1 2 ttaspoon—salt
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose 'Chop onion, celery and eggs
$I and •long, stamped 124 cents), self-addressed envelope, together. Mix in the other ingredients. Chill. Makes 6 porplease.
tions.

150

COUPONS
ii4Se`

Abby_ Urges Parents:
Immunize Children!

sio

50c OFF rn
';')
On Any 20 Exposure

VLVR

ROLL
•f{Z4
5x7COIDR
Enlatganot
M

ROM ANY SUM OIL COLOR NICATIVE

20 EXPOSURE SLIMS
Soon 9 or Rego4so i Urorws
Witii-nroComporr

Atli Li\

CutexplittimoilKi. • BoArlateunv Rod/ •

MiKuiPeiAtt?hoe- Tatiteieuitiv

Be a jump
ahead of
the rest
in jumpers
from Behr's.
Great
Selection of
Corduroys,
Calcuttas,
Super
Suedes,

hug Feb. 2

Also leather coats
at tremendous
savings.

7 15+ 2:30Sat:St Sun.

The operation
that can trgger
51 human
time
bombs

Pit Long Dresses & Dressy Jumpsuits. $9, $11, $13
ko Misses Dresses Reg. 1999-fro 3999, . .1 100 - 1500
1/'Halfsize Dresses Reg.•1999 to-3592 -: 4100-130
Pot Junior Dresses-keg. 19,r to 35". . . .9°9- 13°0—
/0#1. Pant Suits Reg. 22" to 3299.... . 110°- 1 300

Po'Shirts! Reg. 1599
to°Sweaters! Reg: 1599 to 2299..-,
'
Fashio
-n.:Panis! Reg
.:19".
PI% Denim Jeans! Reg. 1999

INCREDIBLE LINGERIE SAVINGS!
10° Vinyl

and Canvas Handbags
Reg. up to 999
Po Vinyl and Canvas Handbags
Reg. up'to 1599
Entire Stock Scarves & Shawls..50%

CLOSE
ENCOUNTERS

OFF!

tos" Robes, long and short. ..
fro All Brushed Sleepwear- .
Reg. 6" to 13"
to° Better Nylon Sleepwear
Reg. 999 to 1499

ALL 50% OFF!
.....299 to 599

•

kei Cl'•'9• • jawbAspericarfti • Atimitee Charge
'•"
"^:-'-

TARA -

Nam.

CENTRAL4NOPPINGEENTER =...MIJR,RAY,)(1.„

Mike/

Pur 4
-

.
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Let's Stay Well

Q. Mrs. S. L. writes that
she is confused about the
use of eggs in the feeding of
her family. She recognizes
that they have - been used
for centuries as a regular
part of the human diet, but
she is also-aware that eggs
have come under criticism
as loaded with cholesterol
which can damage the
arteries.- '' She asks, "What Shall I

do?"
A: Opinions vary among
authorities about the scientific evidence linking the
use of eggs with arteriosclerosis, particularly as it
effects the coronary arteries in the production of
heart disease.
The chemical content of
eggs is well known. The
white of an egg is an
excellent source of a corn-

Your Individual
- Horoscope

7Pr
•

Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY,JANUARY 27,Its
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 2011"
Some unprecedented
unusual
situations
or
propositions indicated. Study
well, but defer taking action
until early next week.

TAURUS
(ar. 21 to May 21)
affairs, possibly a
natter will need some
V extra attention. Do not,
however, neglect daily chores
or.business needs because of it.
GEMINI
l i(May 22 to June 21) nsir
a
You always enjoy
challenge, and you may face
same interesting ones now, Tackle with vigor, but don't
undertake ventures you would
txt usually coreider.
22 to July 24GO
attered efforts will confine,
lead you off course. You can win
big gains if you buckle down to
essentials and STAY with them.
4.0
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4124Z
You may have an unusual
__ opportunity to advance your
Interests immediately — one
—which could have an important
bearing on the future as well.
Accept
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) rr0.11.
Stars auspicious. Be observing, mindful of future
needs. Especially favored:

FL
/_753:TEMP
FLOWERS

I.

teachers, scholars, clerical and
technical workers.
LIBRA,
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Mixed influences. Question
and investigate where there is
margin for error. Do not accept
suggeitions blindly.
•
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) net
.
Quick decisions may now be
required due to suddenly
changing situations. Be ready to
think and act — but without
anxiety.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )(1W
Seeking an easy solution to a
complex problem may only
compound the complications.
Face up to it, tackle it as you
should, and there'll be no sorry
aftermath.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
A flay in which you could be
error-prone, so give., careful
attention to details —ngnielaRy
in domestic meant
AQUARIUS
_.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stress your perceptiveness. A
bit of shrewd observation will
enable you to note certain new
trends, obtain valuable information.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Look for some tillitsitally
pleasant communications from
those at a distance; also, new
contacts which could prove
Invaluable in a business way.

)(C.;

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with ei extremely
alert mind; are always ready
for action, willing to take on
resporisibtlity, no matter how
difficult You are progressive in
_your thinking and could become
a leader in almost any field of
your cnoice. The Aquarian
excels in journalism, the
graphic arts, advertising,
promotion and the theater.
Witty and endowed with a
magnetic personality, be could
become a top-flight lecturer.
Birthdate of: WA. Mozart,
composer; Charles Dodgson
("Lewis Carroll"), author of
"Alice in Wonderland"; Jerome
Kern, composer; Mikhail
Barysimikov, ballet dancer.

THE BLACKFORD HOUSE
I hope when I return their sale on Lee leans ind

shirts is still going oft and that they have my
huibaricl's Ike. These are exactlyAarhe fleeto wear in the car on the way here and whie setting
up the display space at McCormick Place for the
National I4ousewears Show.
One thing I did remember to bring was some of'
the Scottish Heather Flowers from their Poppouni
Mix. We are told that heather has been immortalized by poets and story tellers for ages and
we have learned the purple heather of Scotland is
the most delicate 'arid romanic elements of any
Poppourri A delightful combination is 4 parts
Heather to one part Lavender, which when placed
near the bed upon retiring will produce enchanting
dreams of Scottish castles, lochs and moors. This
combination also imparts a dean, fresh, fragrance
to clothes when placed Inside luggate or clothes
bags.
This morning I stole a couple of hours from work
and shopped the Housewears Show and I was
amazed to see how much unfinished furniture has
increased in price. This makes me more aware of
the terrific value of this merchandise at The Blackford House — especially those 24" and 30" wood
bar stools for $8.85 each.
i ate lunch in Marital' Field's Walnut Room which
consisted of Quiche with One small glass of red
wine. The Quiche was excellent and the chef told
me the secret of making good Quiche is the timing
as it is always served luke warm. I plan to serve this
at'a special luncheon when I return home and my
red wine will sparkle in the SAUVIGNON Crystal
glasses which I bought at The Blackford House for
only $3.49 per stem.
When the show is over and I get back to Kentucky
one of the first places I wg1 rush to is the Illacidord
House not only to shop for what I failed to get but
also to see what new items they have.
.tee you there!
Gabrieie

The.. . .
illookfiird.
House
/_

WASHINGTON(AP) Two cancer
some persons than others.
institute
said
plete protein which is
separate studies on-hair dyes laboratory . tests Show thw.
You should discuss this
widely and readily availindicate an unusually high chemical causes cancer in
able. A small percentage complicated matter with
rate of cancer___Among rats.
your
physician
who
is
of consumers are allergic
more familiar with you
cosmetologists and hairDr. Richard A. Griesemer,
to eggs, and it is usually an
dressers, the National In- associate director for the
allergy to the protein par- • and your family. Follow
his advice regarding the
stitute for Occupational Safety institute's cancer testing
non. They egg yolk is a
number of eggs he feels
and Health said Monday.
source of iron and fats. The
program, told the House
you can use in preparation
Also testify before a House oversight and investigations
fats are in the saturated
form and high in cholester- of foods at home. Depend- investigative subcommittee subcommittee
that
ol. It contributes to arter- ing on your family, he may
was a National Cancer In- preliminary data suggests
advise you that eggs used
iosclerosis, including the
stitute associate director who that as many as nine chemical
in moderation (one or two said
coronary arteries, at least
preliminary research ingredients that have been
per week per person) is a
in certain persons who are
shows that several more hair used in hair dyes may cause
susceptible. Other.persons dependable source of nutri- die chemicals than previous
cancer in laboratory animals.
tion and offers more adappear to be little affected
-thought may,cause cancer in
disadvanvantintes
—
than
by the eating of egg yolks.
"If this is true," said the
laboratory animals. tages.
They cause little or no
At a news conference subcommittee chairman, Rep.
HARMFUL
EFFECTS
OF
Change in the laboratory
elsewhere on Capitol Hill, the John E. Moss, D-Calif.,
CHEWING TOBACCO ON
studies of the cholesterol in
Cosmetic, Toiletry
and "consumers utilizing hair dye
TEETH
the blood of some persons,
Fragrance
.
•
Association
at- products containing these
The handling of cholesingredients may be facing an
tacked
the
Q:
'Mr:
W.
M.
wants
to
testimony.
terol.may be -an inherited
The association said the unnecessary risk of cancer."
capacity, but it is also know if chewing tobacco
helps to preserve teeth or if occupational safety and health
Moss' subcommittee will
lowered by exercise and
it is harmful to them.
institute ignored two im- explore the possible dangers
diet. Studies show that choA: According to dental
portant epidemiology studies, posed by exposure to potenlesterol may be present in
reports, chewing tobacco one done by the American tially carcinogenic chemicals
a dense form that is not
harmful 4-may even be pro- is harmful to teeth. While it.. cancer society and the other in hair dyes as part of three
may lessen cavities and
by Yale University, which days of hearings on federal
tective against arteriosreduce periodontal dis- "showed
no link between hair government initiatives on the
clefosis) and a so-called
ease, the regular chewing
dyes and-cancer."
environmental causes of
soft form, the latter being
of unsweetened tobacco
The Food and Drug Ad- cancer. Edward J. Baler,
more related to hardening
has an abrasive action and
of the arteries.
ministration proposed earlier deputy director of the ocmay wear down the teeth,
The effects of eating egg
that
a cancer warning label be cupational safety and health
The use of sweetened
yolks and other forms of
on permanent kkir dye. Institute study conducted at
chewing tobacco may pre-saturated fats are far from
duce an excessive number Products containing n sub- the-Roonveil-Palinnstitute In
a simple matter. They may
called,
2,4 New York indicates "an exess
of dental cavities in -addi- stance
generally encourage arterellanaltioasitsige after the of genital cancer" among
tion to being abrasive.
iosclerosis — more so in

i$S4SsWvthofp

T*P

The annual kick off -Inn:cheon for the Bear Creek Mc
Scout Council was held
Tuesday, Jan. 10, at the
Peddler Restaurant,
Paducah. Volunteers from 12
Council Associations were
represented. •
The Girl Scout Cookie Sale
Mil begin February 4 wtth the
girls taking orders. Six
varietie of cookies will be
sold this wear.
The (Moine sale gives the

4434704, a council spokesman
said.

hairdressers
cosmetologists.

He said the other study,
which analyzes disability
payments made by Social
Security, suggests excess
cancer of a number of body
organs among hairdrespers
and cosmetologists.
But Baler stressed UM
these workers are also exposed to a wide variety of
other chemicals in addition to
hair
dyes, "and
the
epidemiologic studies -dendI
clearly demonstrate a positive
connection" between hair
dyes and cancer.
'N.eyertheless, we believe

thid the studies give ad-

ditional cause for concern," The play "Pillaob!ttr wai
printed in Shakespeare's lifehe said.
time.

Southern Planters, Inc.
Nusl, Ky.
Is Now

Your DIISIKIllf
_

fanned), thIhe
Abievaykauty Salon

Girl Scouts ME opportunity to
earn money ler their troop
activities, tO'belp girls participate in special Girl Scout
opportunities, to give direct
services to girls and to purchase equipment and property
in their behalf., - —iiiitier to
The public fi

support the Girl Scouts selling
Cookies in your community
and for more information call

Henderson, Tn. — Rhonda J
Garland, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Eurie Garland,316 South
Ninth Street, Murray, has
been placed on the President's
List at Freed-HarrieFnan
College for the fall semester,
1977.
In order to be eligible for the
President's List, a student
must earn a 3.30 or above
grade point average (based on
the 4.000 scale).

and

Show & Go
Norse teed

Icr4 Girl Scout Council To
Hold Cookie Sale Here

Dear Discerning Shoppers:
As I walked into The Pont and Griner THAT IS THE
LOBBY OF THE Ritz-Canton of Chicago last night
my thoughts turned homeward and I remembered
one of my favorite places in Western Kentucky.

•

Rhonda
HairDyes Studies As To
Garland
a
re Conducted NamedList

By VII.- Slasingame, MD.

Ws Also Custom
Blood Food
To Year Onlor

'SNOW
Asii;aated
With
The
Beitity

Box

Call For AvrAppointment753-7132- Will Take Walk-Ins

Now Available

Inc
Southern Planters
498-8132
Hazel,Ky.

AWAAV

We'reoverstocked and need

AWA/

Ws must make room for
daily arriving Spring fashions!

to reduce our inventory!

BAD WEATHER CLEARANCE
Winter
Coats

Regular & long styles_

DRESS SALE
Regular 28.00to95.00

143 To1-12-0,F.

HANDBAGS
Regular 11.00 to 36.00

729_T0231119

Our Regular
r

OPEN
FRIDAYS
UNTIL

Assorted Styles/Colors!

70.00 to 245.00

Glove Sale
Regular 5.00 to 16.00

--

399 TO 1099

8 3
0PA.

HURRY! HURRY!

Sole of Knit Hats and

J599°

Hones Hosiery

Knit Scarves
Our Entire Stock!

Further reductions on our fabulous
winter coat collection. Leathers,
looffssii400k,saidtit,fabrics,fake
ltrit nffcoona,1vOutor *VOW

SALE!
SALE ENDS SATURDAY!

NOW 1

/4 OFF

Air

All Winter Styles'

Our Entire Stock '
Fop- ous-nome Styles'

Robe Sale

W in teir Shoe

Regular 24.00 to 40.00

NOW

Clearance

1 /3 OFF

EN T E WINTER STOCK'!'.:
Our For-nous-name Styles,

LNGERIE

NOW

Our Entire-Stock!

WINTER
Sportswear

.

46.

Ir.repAbor

NOW

1 /4 OFF

Unique Skin care Items

1/2

"Three to
get ready"

PRICEl

befort on hundreds, of lobulous fall
and witnItir vice styles Select from drew,. cos.wol
e. sporty ity`lts iglu,4ovtwo•colors!

Values to 20,00

VALUES TO 84.00

Regubor 2.50 to 32.00

4299
1 99 TO 2
litlet

Warm Sleepwear

,Siy• on isiilets. atom;paass,akdks, rests. shists,
tops andisiottersin oil of the season's most startled
owlet end colors.Save'odor'

FROJA

so

agriMboaL. '

VAL
, UE
.15.00
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Pharmacists Available
For Customer Service

Mildred Lowe Presents Program At

.
:4 Lowe Home
Frionen Alwing.At.1
"New Every Morning" Was read scripture from Isaiah
the subject of the program 43:18-19, and a poem entitled
presented by Mildred Lowe at "What will You Do With This
the meeting of the Cum, Day So New."
Linda Thornton, president,
berland Presbyterian Women
of North Pleasant Grove presided and named the
Church held on Monday, Jan„ commigees for 1978. Nine
9,at seven p.m. at the home of members and one visitor were
Mary Eva Lowe, 815 Broad present.
Refreshments were served
Extended, Murray.
Mrs. Lowe showed a film on by Mrs. Lowe.
The next meeting will be
the life of a butterfly and
rimared the life of - a . held Iburedey. -Feb.
Christian to the stages of a , seven p.m. at the 'honk of
Caterpillar- and butterfly. She iVirginiaJOnes, Oaks Estates.

ammonia i %.LCARAMA

1/2 and Below
Sleepwear

If
1/
2 price

Griwas, Rohn, Memo
Indl,Madbm,Urgea Tedder.

Get your money's worth at
the pharmacy counter of your
drugstore. A pharmacist is
available for more customer
service than you may realize,
and at no extra cost
•
Here are some suggestions
along that line from Helen
Stevens, family economics
specialist for the UK College
- of Agriculture Cooperative
Extension Service:
—If- your household -is
child-free and you can't cope
with thoie child-resistant
caps, ask your pharmacist to
replace them with the old
familiar easy-open caps.
— Most pharmacies will
provide a.drugiwofile service

:
-.BLUEGRASS STATE CB CLUB — Gran prize winners at the last Coffee Break held by the Meagan State CB Club
fret Beshear gym,Murray State University, were, pictured left, Melvin Wilkerson of-Route Two,Springfield,Tn.,golden
Eagle Mark IV,first prize, and pictured right, Nary Totker, Paris, tn., Gem Tronics Mobile,second prize. Third prize
was a El 104 microphone won by James E. Hughes of 404 North 17th Street, Murray, not present for a picture.
Making the presentations were Ricky Alexanda,dub vice-president, pictured left in both photos,and Hawley Bucy,
president, not shown. An estimated four thousand persons attended the *vent and-trophieo-were presented- to
various dubs for various awards in different categories. The dub expressed appreciation to The Rhythm Ramblers
for their entertainment to all the restaurants who donated ice; Hollywood and Starlet, master of ceremoniest all
Repair; Discount Carpet Center; Woodcraft'
persons who had displays; Murray Ledger & Times Cunningham Auto
_
- - Building service,and Winchester Printing for.theiritervkes.
mwolos by She& Tichmill

if you ask for it. They list all
the drugs you are taking aod •
figure out which drugs may
have harmful interactions.
— If you ask, a pharmacist
will also tell you whit+
medicines you are taking will
Interact unfavorably with
other substances, such as
aspirin or alcohol.
— For tax purposes, yob
can allo Wt. your Phar*
=cid keel) a Rid of- all the
drugs you have bought during
the year. Money spent on
drugs is often tax-deductible.
— If the instructions on the
bottle aren't clear, ask the
pharmacist to explain them.

Jeans, Shirts

1/2 price

Overalls S. Jumpsuits

Boy Suits
Gram& Delos

Harris Grove Homemakers Club Has Several Lessons At Janecek Home
The
Harris
Grove
Homemakers Club met at the
home of Mrs. Joe Janecek on
Wednesday, Jan. 11, at one
p.m. with the president, Mrs.
Alfred Taylor, presiding.
Mrs.Eugene Nance read the
December devotion called

1/2 a betow

'Girls Sweaters

$2,$3,$4,$5
Boys Shirts
$2,$3,$4 & $5

**IV Sults
1/2 pries
Hooded Jackets
slim
•

Now Spring Afonthandise
Arriving Daily

The
'

YOUTH
SHOP

lit

cfc
)1

'7

-

.....

,

Thursday, JaieuarY
District Thirteen Nurses
ASSOCtilti011• .46 meet at
6:30 for a
Triangle
dinner m 'iig and program
by Tom Petty.

•

----j
- •
Fashions for The Young and Very Young
n

Now Has A LocalNumber

How to get money out of
your home without selling it.

FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY,CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

Large loans Tor homeowners.
You simply come to us for a real estate
loan backedby your equity.
Total Of
Idoethe
i.tWy
Amount
APR.
Payments
yment To Pay
Equity is the difference be.tvieenfiow
much your home-is worth, and-what-you $2,500 $ '73.17 48 $ 3,512.16 17.86%
•
owe on it. •
It's a valuable asset you can use to
53.600 $ 90,41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%
back a really big loan. For whatever you
$5,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%
have in mind.
$7,600 $169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
Real estate values are
So the house you bought-just a few °Annuli Paroa0t1.1 Rata
KY-1
years ago probably.would sell for a lot
"more than you paid.
In Bel-Air Center, Murray
Which Means your equity is bigger.
Phone: 753-5573
And the bigger your equity, the
estate
real
a
large
borrow
in
can
more you
Charles Marcussen, Mgr.
loan. Right here. Right now.
So the equity in your house is -like
.money in your pocket
iltwve got your Joan
Call us. We've got your loan.
Up to szsoa

amplillnuFT

Mb Number To Call

Piano recital by Vickie
Hays,Paducah, will be at 8:15
p.m. In the Old-Recital Hall,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State.
Thursday,January 26
Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at the Court House at
seven p.m. New _officers will
be installed.
Friday, January 27
Murray Chapter of National
Association of Retired.
Federal Env° VI!, will meet
at 9:30 a. cs
,
.the Woodmen of
the Worlu Executive Room
with Judge Robert O. Miller as
speaker.
Murray
Civic
Music
Association Concert by Andre
Watts, pianist, has been
postponed until Feb. 15.

•
•

armatives
Sale Starts Friday,January 20

prbibitx by Richard Adams.
Fort Thomas, photography,
by George Cox, Radcliff,
paintings,fand Sue Ann Sears,
Goshen, Ohio, drawings and
paintings, will open- at the
Clara M.Eagle Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU,
and continue through Feb. 8.

Sunday,January 29
Mr. hod Mrs. Jesse T.
Young will be honored at a
reception in celela tion of
their 50th ,,-c-e3ig anniversary CP:7e Farmington
Community Center. All
relatives and friends are invited to call betweeifthebours
of two to four p. m.

foa% January Clearance Sale
$999

Snow Boots
Shoes
Shoes

'MUNN',

$800
&1i

Plus size

Values to $150 30

One Rack

Ladies

25

Non's--Shoes

Handbags

1/2

(Wide Assortment)

fr

.4111
,

.

Murray, Ky.

-

Store Noire:

isis-Sat9:38-1100
1411-6:00

All Fall & Winter

Maternity

Clothes

Pre Natal & Nursing
Bras - Lingerie
$200

1/2

Price

While They Last
All

Jeans
10% Off
Uniforms

Jewelry
and

Fall Flowers
Grab
Box
$100

Values To $10

fr• Color & White

Tops $200 & up

)

White
All

sJ

SC

504

Some 1/2 price

frort'

Anillsgrit

00

% off(19 styles)

Rack
$
1
0

Buy 1st pair Second pair

One Table Ladies

Rack an

Coats

,
1$

Plus Sizes
Values to $30

Saturday,January 28
Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club has
cancelled its meeting for
today.

Children's

Many New Items

VItt. COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Chargo-Visa-Mastor Charge

N1

"Candles of the Lord," and the- "Understanding Grief and the rolrcall by telling how they
January devotion using "Each' How To Cope With Being -spent Christmas, day. Mrs.
Day," written by Mrs. Alone" was the lesson Andy Sakelson joined the club
Lawrence Newsom. Mrs. ,presented by Mrs. Bill as a new member. LandscapeHerman Jones, secretary, Wrather.
notes were read by Mrs. Al
A lesson on- "Mini Gardner.
gave her reports, and also
presented the minor lesson on Vacations" was given by Mrs. The hostess, Mrs. Janecek,
Eugene Nance who recom- served cheese cake,
"Insurance."
cookies,
mended travelers stay near and choice of beverage.
home-and-take-advantage of The next meeting will
sank Amikard OPEN 10 to 5 101 BS. 13thbe
the many small tripi that can held Wednesday, Feb. 8,
Murray, Ky. I'
at
mime,charge 6 Days A Week
be taken throughout the state one p.m. at the home of Mrs.
....\--------,.....,- j
•......".
...-,..
...., ,...... .......„ .........- ,--,..,
of Kentucky.
Eugene Nance.
Eleven members answered
Thursday,Jan,28
Householdfrahower for Mr.
and Mrs,John Cooperand two
daughters, Bretwil and Sheri,
whose hoinr14 contents
were destro6.. oy fire on Jan.
19, will be add at the Salem
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-10S E. 12Th ST.,-BENTON
Baptist Church from six to
-Persons
wishing
to
8:30 p. m.
have items picked up may call
435-4426, 435-2479, or 4354574.

Purses

Colored

Scarves
$200

Pantsuits &-.
Dresses

t

$500

Pants $200
fr- White

Dresses $5 & up

Red,Blue, Royal & Gold

$200 & up

Pantsuits $5 &up
...Miscellaneous Box
White & Color

White
Pants

..-Men's Lab

10% off

Jackets $5 & up

Pic*

Introductory
Offer
New Sunglasses
10% off
New Lingerie
Dept._...
10% Offfres& Panties

Colored

Health Shoes

1/2 price

a.
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- 10 Years Ago
Murray Mayor.. Holmes Ellis last
night read letters of commendation
from the • Murray Chamber of
Corn-ad,the
yattliunrJrciiiai
coniplunenUng thesity on the efficient
snow removal during the recent heavy
snow.
Deaths reported include Donald
Keith Garland, age 17, and Bob Morton,
age 44.
- Airman Davy 'A. Osbron has completed basic training at l,.ackland-Air
Force Base, Texas.
Bro. J. H. Thurman is today observing his 90th birthday. He is a retired Baptist minister with over 50
.
years of service.
Altno beat New Concord to baceilie7:
champions of the Calloway County
Elententary &NW 'Basketball Tournament. Kirksey beat Lynn. Grove for,-"
third Ace. High scorers for each team
were Gary Mohler for Almo, Bobby
Causey for New Concord, Donnie
Beaman for Kirksey and Kenny Lulu,
Lynn Grove.

EDITORIAL

Was The
Pump Primed?

icist
!rich
will
Nith
as

The drop in the unemployment point was always (that) the tax
rate to 6.4 percent is undoubtedly cut was not to rescue an econgood news. The question is what ,omy
. cthai
aotrwrsat ligodnn the
retiro.n
-o eear
pe
are we to make of it? President cession
i
vergeSchultzbut.to-keep
Carter, for example, is making it going in the future."
„----10o. much o4The exchange indicates that
-**ithinit the'slow impact of the
and
programs we put into effect, that engaged in the business of trying
was disappointing for a while, is to fix the economy so that it will
beginning to show up," he said perform in the short-term. But
recently.
clearly, it is the long-term that
One /Wonders whether Presi- needs thinking about. The econdent Ca'rtef viobldltilit"us think -omy-bislY seen: all right On the
that the $14 billion he poured into surface, and indeed tile decline

YOU •
hat.
the
ring
on
ible
the
the
em

public job creation sc*.mes — - ititheii_herni)10tmehLrat*..teih-.
the 1itëIt amount for that pur- forges the impression. But in
pose in American history — are fact, beneath the surface are

a.

-

NYears AO—

'Garrott's Galley

taking hold. And this result, de- cracks. Business is undercapispite the evidence — acknowl- talized. Business is overreguedged by the Carter administra- lated. Business and individuals
tion in December — that much of are taxed without represeptation
the funding has had little effect.
via the hidden tax of inflation.
During the last year of the
These cracks should be reFord administration, the unem- paired now. One way to repair
ployment rate dropped a full some of them would be to modify
percentage point, and it did so both the size and the shape of the
without Mr. Ford's spilling bil- proposed tax cut. Congress
lions of dollars ,into public jobs. should increase the total amount
The Lord takes care of those who
We suspect that the natural re- of the cut, and it should give
can't take care of themselves, so the old
cuperative juices of the economy more money back to middle and
adage goes, and He has been watching
were at work then, and they upper-income earners, and to
out for me these past ice and snow days.
probably have been this past business, than Mr. Carter has
A few days back I wrote about the
year, too. Whatever, it is dif- proposed. Are say Congress
difficulty we were running into trying to
ficult to discern the effect of gov- should do these things, for Confind long-handled underwear to keep us
warm and tire .chains to keep us
ern men4 policy-on the unemploy-w. gress seems the only institution
moving. In fact,.I hadn't had my car out
ment rate, although politicians _now capable of considering them
of the garage.
wasn't any use.
are obviously more adroit at this with any empathy. The adminisEverytime I would clean out, the
others.
than
tration apparently feels that the
driveway, a grader would go by and fill
The decline in the unemploy- latest unemployment figure only
it up again. Had I gotten out, chances
ment rate will influence the gov- confirms,,its economic thinking.
are I Would never have made it back
ernment's economic policy, and.' - Meanwhile, the shocking uninto the garage until spring.
it is here also that The president employment rates afflicting , The night the column appeared,
is off-target. Consider this ex- blacks and Mexican-Americans however-, we were eating supper when
the phone rang. It was my good
change between Mr. Carter and
are all but ignored in all this selfDemocratic, Jimmy Carter-loving
Charles Schultz, his 'chief eco- congratulation in Washington.
friend, Grogan Roberts.
nomic adviser. Mr. Carter asked Clearly, the nation's business
"I've just read your column in The
whether., because of the new un- and _government m ust.„someliedger," hesaid. "I can't help you with
employment figure, it still was how, form a more effective
the long underwear, but I might be able
to help you with the chains."
necessary to cut taxes by $25 bil- partnership to bring these citi"You can!" I eaclainnd, "Toat's
lion. Mr. Schultz replied: "The zens into full production. --great! Don't tell me you know where lean find some
"Yeah," he went on. "I've got a set
out in the back still in the sack. They'venever been used, and I'm not going to
use them. You can have them if they'll
fit your car."
+++
Now, how's that for a friend! Ah, the
beauty of a small town!
There it is, going on 10,000 know whether events evolved
Within hours, another good. friend,
years ago, right in front of our out there as they have in the
Leroy
Eldridge, had taken mellin Mr.
eyes, and there's nothing we heavens hereabouts. But it is
Roberts' home in his high, new, fournonetheless
intriguing to poncan do about it. Even our
wheeler pickup truck and we picked up
highest pitched, deepest- der a creation elsewhere in the
the chains. While Mr. Roberts and I
probing laser shouts would not universe, to wonder what form
were getting them, Leroy was showing
the neighbors how his pickup could
be heard. If they were, they'd things will take, or have taken.
arrive too late to-do anyone any Will it be Eden before the snake _ _come up the Roberts' ice-coated
driveway with the front wheels engaged
good. Never was it more plain or the other way around?
"only 10 percent."
And what name has been
that what's past is present and
I don't know what it would have done
given to this new Genesis, this
what's present is past.
with them engaged 100 percent —
probably have climbed straight up —
We speak of the glow in the thrilling solar rebirth, this
but that's the rig to have in This kind of
constellation Cygnus that evocation of the cosmic conunweather, and Leroy was enjoying his.
astronomers believe may be a drum whence we came? MWC
Not only was he hauling me around, but
349.
Identified by numbers,
rerun of the process whereby
he was bringing half a dozen people to
our own solar system was for- _ even before birth. Whatis the
work every day and taking them home
in the evenings.
med 4.6 billion years ago. Un- universe coming to?
But back to the chains...
„ ellbo Now Teri Thins
fortunately, we shall never

t-

Again,The Creation

By SY RAM4y
Associated PresitWeiter_

An AP News Analysis

Enforcement OfAuto
Insurance Law Planned

A

•

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP! — House motorist afterwards could promptly
Majority Leader Bobby Richardson, I)- cancel his insurance policy. Likewise, a
Glasgow, planned a news conference company could cut off the coverage
today to reveal details of a method by without the state knowing that the
which the administration hopes to driver again is uninsured.
The state Insurance Department has
enforce the state law requiring liability
estimated that as many as one-third of
insurance of all motorists.
A well-placed source said Wednesday
'Miiiray Ledger & Times
that the plan involves a "unique and
foolproof" way of enforcing the law.
Walter I. Apperson
Publisher
No details were given.
... R. Gene McCutcheon
Editor
.. .
has
insurance
liability
Compulsory
—er & Times is pubhahed
The Murray liedg
afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christbeen part of the no-fault insurance act everyDay,
New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
mas
which took effect in Kentucky in midMurray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N 4th St.,
Murray, Ky 42t0'71. Secood Class Postage Paid at
1975.
Murray,Ky 47071
However, officials and law officers so
SUBSCRIPTION RATES- In areas served by
carriers,
$250 per month, payable in advance
far have been at a loss to see that it is
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Harcarried out on a wide scale.
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear, Tn . $17 50 per
The only apparent method currently
year By mall to other destinations. 132.50 per
is to catch violators after they have
year.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
when
it
become involved in an accident,
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
is too late to prevent the trouble.
The Associated Press Is exclusivity entitled to
One proposal, in the form of a prerepublish local news originated by The Murray
LedgerfiTimeepwell as all other AP news
filed bill, would require all drivers to
TELEPHONE AMBERS
present proof that they have liability
753-491.
Business Office
753-1916
Classified Advertising
insurance at the time they obtain their
Ad-vertining
753-1919
Retail
iDisplay
year.
exery
licenses
car and truck
753-1916
Circulation .
753-1916
News and Sports Dept
But the catch in this procedure, as
.4111114.0—
..-t• •••bS''sktiptical legislators,is that the

Kentucky drivers do not carry liability
insurance.
Such coverage assures the other
party involved in an accident that the
motorist's company can pay if
necessary for death, injury or
damages.
As far no-fault,it includes only death
or injury and does not apply to damage
of v,ehicles.
WRITE A LEITER -•
Letters to the editor are welcome,:
and encouraged. All letters must b(
signed by the writer and the writer address and phone number must N.
included Mr verification. The phora
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritlen
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right t(•
condense or- reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
•
Address correspondence to
Editor, The- Murray Ledg.er
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky.'42071
•
.•

.•

e

1

An outstanding citizen award was
presented to Mrs. Joe Pace by Murray
Camp No. 592 Woodmen of the World.
Sir is execntive secretary of the
Calloway County Chapter of the
, American Reit...Cross and is also
-secretary of the Calloway County
United Fund.
• ••
Deaths reported include R. 0. Tur-

ByM.0 Garrott

One Man's Thoughtfulness
Presents'A Chain Reaction

•or

t

•
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When I first saw them in the sack, I
thought, -Now, there can't be a pair of
eir chains in that little bag." It wasn't
much bigger than a five-pound sack of
flour but when Edwin Elkins'dumped
them on the ilpor ufL.Popeye Ross'
service station the next morning, there
was a gleaming set of two chains!
Chains can be beautiful, to steal a
phrase from the younger generation,
and they were that.
+++
They lacked an inch or two fitting the
radial tires on our No. 1 car, but Popeye
and Edwin added a little chaimhere and
a little there until they had then fitted
snugly to thereartires.
•
We vierrein business then, and,thanks
to Mr. Roberts, Cathryn grasped a new
lease on life at the prospect of just being
able to get out of the house — if-only to
bump carts with other shoppers at the
super market.
After more than a week of stepping
•over dripping boots, mopping the kitchen floor, making hot chocolate and
snow cream, drying out frozen gloves
and jackets, Washing long-johns and
just being cooped up in the house, she
was practically bouncing off the walls.
For several days we went anywhere
we wanted whenever we wanted, much
to the relief of Barry Johnson and
Leroy, who had been hauling ITle to and
from work and the family to the ball
games. Both had snow tires, which are
just about as effective as chains on
snow and ice.
However, when roads clear, chains

-

have to come off or they'll shake WO
you and your car out of your wits. So,
back to Popeyes I bumped, had the
chains removed, dried out and tenderly
stored in the trunk of the car.
"Now!" I thought as I dutifully
headed for home to take the-car back to
Cathryn."Next time I'll be ready."
And thanks to the Lord — and Mr.
Roberts — I will.
+++
•
In the sarne_veiti_of goodwill, George
Ed Oveibey is singing the praises — as
are a lot of people hereabouts — of the
Bluegrass CB Club whose members
worked _so long and hard last week
helping people who couldn't get out
because of the snow.
George Ed had been confined to his
home at 707 Olive ,ivfth the flu, and the
boys, George Ed, Jr., and Don,couldn't
get to him, having problems of their
own- getting ground. Noticing he was
getting low on groceries George Ed
called Parkers' grocer), and asked if
there was any way some could be
brought to him.
No problem, he was told. His order.
would be right out.
"In about 30 minutes," he said"the
doorbell rang and there Was this big
strappling young man with my box of
groceries. He said he was from the
Bluegrass CB Club and they were
answering calls for help from stranded
folks. He was in one of those four-wheel
vehicles. Now, there are some fellows
who need praise for theirs was real
service to their fellowman."

Business Mirror

Voluntary Program
Appears Fragile

30 Years Ago
Jim Moore today officially resigned
his position as head.football coach at
Murray State College to study for his
Ph.D at Columbia University.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Minnie
Hancock Ray,- age 61, Mrs. Ma ttie
Ligon, age 90, Mrs. Lonzo Downing,age
29, and Will Weatherly.
- The Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat the Morehead Eagles in a
basketball game here. Jim Pearce hit
for 15 points for Murray.
Miss Ola Brock, critic teacher at
Murray Training School, was speaker
at the luncheon meeting of the Alpah
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Mesdames Kay Williams, S. V. Foy,
Erin Motgomery, Maynard Ragsdale,
Jack Norsworthy, May Valentine, J. W.
Wall, Pearl Jones, and Rachel Rowland
are Calloway County homemakers
attending Farm and Home Weekat_the
University of Kentucky, Lexington:--

.

Bible ThoughtL

should rise significantly less than in
NEW YORK (API— A tenuous
1978 than they did on average during
structure that must carry an enormous.
the past two years"----weight underlinet The fragility Of the
If that were the uniform goal, then
administration's voluntary anticompliance might be measured. But
inflation program.
there are exceptions, many of them,
Two brief sentences, both from the
and that means they warrant special
economic message of the president,
handling. .
demonstrate the point.
As the president said, "Industries
The first states the problem: "Unless
and workers with far different histories
we gain better control over the inflation
and current situations will not be asked
rate, the prospects for regaining a fully
employed economy will be seriously. to.fil within the constraints of single
numerical guideline."
reduced."
For example, where profit margins
The second is the approach to solving
have been seriously squeezed, or where
it: "I am therefore asking the business
`wages are lagging seriously,
community and American workers to
participate in a voluntary program to • deceleration in 1978 would be less than
for other firms or groups of workers,
decelerate the rate of price and wage
the president said.
increase."
exceptional cases," he continued,
The deep tangled roots of inflation
"deceleration may not be possible at
are to be ripped up by a civilian army of
all. "Conversely, firms or groups that
volunteers, using blunted instruments
have done exceptionally well in the
and taking instructions from a general
recent
m
t past , may be expected to do
with no authority to compel compliance.
Those detertninations, which cannot
The general's staff will have to
be made without special studies of the
spread itself thin. The roots are "all
specific .. situations, will be made
over the place," said Charles ir..hultze.
And if the growth can't be halted then • without any increase in. --overtll
the whole Carter economicprograrnis.---geveFnment--employment, Schultze
declared.
undermined.
There arlSeS, -therefore, a matter of
restraint;Iiif
--A premium is put on
credibility. How can this be done? And
restraint is the quality lacking in an
if it can be doneecan it be done in the
economic society where you sell your
spirit of volunteerism .that is the
skills, your goods, your services for the
keystone of the anti-inflation structure?
highest price obtainable.
For one thing, it requires volunteers
The Carter administration and
who are not certain that in denying
Schultze must now sell the idea to labor
themselves they will, simultaneously.
and business, both of which seem to
serve themselves.
have an tio
nnborn dislike for advice from
Washington.
Early indications are that the selling
job will require the skills of the
E
saslkeim
smosan who sold iceboxes to

Isn't It The Truth

"This program," said Carter', "is'
-based on the initial presumption that
prices ...and_oxitges--tn englk

0. S. Will of Murray is in possession
of an original land grant lasted %Ian,
3, 1825, to Daniel Holernan. Theoland
question is east of the home of Joe
Lassiter on the New Concord highway.
Marriages announced include Mary
Louise HutchinSen to Samuel George
Bell on Jan. 3.
Charles Byers, lunior at Murray
Training School,has been selected as a
winner of an all-expense trip _toMemphis, Tn., as guest of Spencer,
Chemical Company. Byers received the
.
award for outstanding work in the
-company's corn growing program for
FFA students in high schools
throughout seventeen states.

Sitting in Congress is the privilege of
few. Sitting an CongressIs the duty of
all.
•••

• •-••••=r-.
•

And Moses came and told the pcople all the words of the Lord, and all
the judgments:and all the. people
-answered with one voice, and said,
all the words which the lord hath
said will we do. Exodus 24:3
A mighty force is released v.hf.n
dedicated people affirm their intent
His glory shines thr)ugh unity of pur
pose

—
.WRITE. TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Times
di
Ledger
Murray
periodically publishes the addresses
of the ,state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached Un--I:nigh thp
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here are the mailing addresses .
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen .Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
-Sen. Wendell H. Feet 4107 Dirksen Building
Washin ton, D. C. 20510 Murray ield Office,7534852
Rep. Carrot) Hubbard,Jr.
204 Cannon Heuse Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL .
State legislators may- be reached
in Frankfort when the .General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of _state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7
'
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
.;
Murray,Ky. 42071..
• 4
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Racers Hoping To End
Losing Streak To 'Goys
By Joe Toni Erwin
Austin Pei4 ia 9-7 and
--StStr-Sports-Pubttctry
The Governors'leading scorer
Murray States Racers, who and rebounder is forward Otis
lost a heart-breaking 78-77 Howard. He has 21 points and
decision to Middle Tennessee 10.8 rebounds a game. The
Monday night, will play Austin other Gov starters and their
. Peay at Clarksville Saturciar. scoring averages ars , Norris
Peay also lost a close and Randall, 10.4; Phil Mayo, 10.0;
crucial game Monday to Dennis Pagan, 11.1, and
Western Kentucky 91-83.
Norman Jackson, 8.9.
The Racers were shaky at
Austin Peay has averaged
the beginning of their game 75.2 points and 41.8 rebounds a
with Middle and spotted the game to opponents' 70.2 points
Raiders a 10-0 lead. But they and 37.3 rebounds.
clawed their way back in the
The Goys . have peen
second half and twice leastiy a'Murray's toughest OVC oppoint in the final minutes.----patient of late. They've beaten
Mike 'Muff, with one of his the Racers eight games in a
best performances ever for row.
the Racers, led the charge Saturday's game will begin
with 35 points and 10 rebounds. at 7:30 p.m.
Muff, who ranked 23rd in the
--nation in scoring last week
with a- 23.6 average, should
move into the top 15 this week.
He's now averaging 24.6 after
three strong performance in a
SAN DIEGO (AP) — The
row. He had 24 points at
Western
Kentucky last comparisons with Jack
Saturday and 28 against Nicklaus are inevitable, but
Missouri-Kansas City last Tom Watson says they are
week. He also leads Murray in premature.
"One tournament or one
rebounding (9.2), field goal
shooting (50.4), free throw season does not make a
shooting ( 78.2), and assists career," Watson said before
teeing off today as the favorite
(37).
• Donell Wilson broke a multi- and defending champion in the
game shooting slump against $200,000 Andy Williams-San
Middle Tennessee and was Diego Open Golf Tournamedt.
player's
acsecond-high scorer for the
Racers wittr----tit--Itmmy—eomPlishinents can be judged
Warren, who had been the _only over Ins entire career.
"I had a good year last year,
hotest-shooting Racer in
recent games the had 29 at a great year. But it was just
Western ), had only 2 points at one season. You can't make an
the half but 5 of 8 shots the evaluation off one season.
-Nicklaus has had many,
second half to" finish with 13
many, great years. There
points.
•
The loss to Middle dropped simply isn't any way, at this
the Racer record to 5-12. time, you can compare my
They're 1-50in the Ohio Valley career with his."
- Such comparisons come
Conference.
more and more frequently,
however, as Watson continues
to exert a Nicklaus-like
domination of the pro golf
o
The freckled redhead has
won two of three starts this
the moneywith $87,600 and,
winning list
.
leads
In the last 53 weeks, captured
Rick BIgIlk a 5-11, 20137 • -- --the British Open and a Spanish
pound pullback and linebacker event, the Masters and six
at Crestline, Ohio, -High. _other American tournaments
School, has signed an (Thin and won approximately
Valley Conference letter-of- $450,000.
intent,,with Murray State
It's the best record in golf.
University, Murray Coach
And, coming off a Player of
Mike Gottfried has an- the Year season, he gives no
nounced.
indication of easing off. In 12
Biglirt was injured most of rounds he's led or shared the
last season but rushed for 319 lead seven times (despite his
yards in 214 games and assertions he's have some
-averaged 6 yards a carry. He swing problems) and was an
lettered four years at overwhelming choice to win a
Crestline and in his junior second consecutive title here.
season there rushed for 570
"The club really doesn't feel
yards in 9 games, and right in my hand. I'm not
averaged 5.4 yards a carry. he working the ball the way I
scored 11 touchdowns and was want to." He paused and
the third-leading scorer in the flashed a littleboy smile."You
Mansfield, Ohio, area
. just have to go with what youHe was named to the all- have."
conference team both as a
He and the rest of the field
back and a linebacker. He was were treated to ,two days of
also named the best defensive gorgeous weather and Watson
back for Crestline.
took advantage of it to spend
hours and hours on the
practice range after his
MISS YOUR PAPER!
practice rounds.

Watson Favored'In

San Diego Tourney •

(MI RH 1 LEIN.E.H

I IMEs)

PORTS

Joe Namath's Decision

Mounts Continues To
Top Lady Racer Stats

PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) — . The two men at the other "I wish all football players highlight of his career. It was
While continuing to heap end of Namath's pro career, handled themselves as well as the game that, more than any
praise upon him, those who however, felt the quarterback he has. His public image is otherr" ushered jn the connothing like his private image. solidation of the two leagues.
know Joe Namath best seem had made the right decision.
In 1967, Namath threw for
to agree that his retirement
"He happens to be a
Alabama Coach Bear
By Tony Wilson
Center Mary Jane Gates led from professional football was Bryant, who polished the ,superior human being, and I 4,007 yards, a pro record that
MSU Sports Publicity
still stands. In the year of
Murray with 17 points and 8 not untimely.
football skills that Namath love him."
The Murray State Women's rebounds. Bev Parrish came
"Our game has lost a great would eventually bring to the.._ The signing of Nemeth to Super Bowl III, Narrurth was
basketball team,an 8946 loser off the bench to hit all five of player and genuinely fine pros, said: "He's-in a position
the old American Football the AFL's Player of the Year
to Middle Tennessee Monday her field goal attempts and individual," said Los Angeles now, if he wants to retire he
League Jets gave the league and won the prestigious
night, travel to Union finished with 10 points.
tams General Manager Don can certainly quit playing."
Immediate respect, but Hickok Belt as Pro 3thlete of
University Thursday.
"I liked to watch him play," Broadway. Joe was not done the Yeap.
Jackie Mounts, who sat out Klosterman, who perhaps saw
The Racers played their muchrof the game because of Broadway Joe at his worst.
said Bryant,- who coached there.
HOCKEY
best half of the season against illness, leads Murray in
The 34-year-old Nemeth, Namath from 1962 to 1964,
In 1969, he boasted,that the
WEST VANCOUVER, B.C.
Middle Tennessee, according scoring with 18.6 points a who confirmed his retirement "but I'm just happy that's he's Jets would
defeat the — Center Mike Walton of the
to Coach Jean Smith, but were game and rebounding with Wednesday and said he would in a position to retire when he Baltimore Colts in
Super -Bowl-- National Hockey League's'
outscored 60-29 the rest of the 12.6.
sit down with newsmen today wants to."
III in Miami. More than two- Vancouver Canucks was fined
way. The loss dropped Murray
When Bryant gave up the etouchdowrt -.-underdogs, the $400 in provincial court after.to talk about it, spent-the last
to 6-9 and 0-2 in the Ohio Valley
year of a record-replete, 13- All-American quarterback, it -Jets whipped Baltimore 16-7 in he was found guilty of refusing
Conference.
year pro football career with was to Sonny Werblin, what Namath still considers a to takes breath analysis test.
- r- the Rams. .7- -• •
president of the New YOGIC
"Our performance the latter
And it was that year — Jets, who signed Namath to an
part of the first half was
which he spent primarily on unheard-of $425,000 contract in
probably the best we can Two women's basketball the
sidelines — that convhiced 1965.
play," said Smith. "I wish we games at Murray State him
"I think Joe is, a very
it was time to pack it in.
could have started the second University, cancelled last
"In the brief time that he intelligent young man who
half without giving Middle week because of snow, have was
with us," Klosterman knows where he is every
time to regroup."
been rescheduled.
said, "Joe Namath con- minute," Weblin said at a
1+t
Murray led 36-29 at halfA game with Vandeibilt, tributed to our football team in cocktail party in Miami where
time, but with the game tied at which was to be played Jan. 16 many,
"Quality Appliances At Discount Pnces"
many ways — even he was attending the
45 early in the last period, the has been reset for Feb. 21 at 5
though he didn't play a great Thoroughbred
Racing
Blue Raiders outscored the p.m. and one with Union deal.
Association Convention.
Racers 24-4 over an eight- University, originally set for • "The
"If he thinks it's time to
Rams wish him the
minute stretch to clinch the Jan. 14 will be played Feb. 24 hest • of
641 North, Murray
Across from Colonial
everything in. the retire, then he has made the
victory.
Phone 753 447E
at 7 p.m.
House Smorgasbord
right decision," Weiblin
future."

Lady Racer Games
Reset Next Month

d•

•

Attention!
Builders & Contractors
Special Rates On
t Appliances

West Kentucky Appliance
Center

Whatcar has a biggertrunk
than an Oldsmobile98?
Islonger than a Buick Electra?
Seats six adultscomfortably?
Getsas good or better gas
mileage than ten sub-compact
models?*
And is base sticker priced
under$5400?"
Give up?

Rick Biglin
Signs With
M urray-State 'season,

Seboalbers lobe Iwo get
received Meg begoodelivered
cowry of The norm Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. kleadity•
Frio* or by 3:30 p. a. au Safer.
dory. ere grood to ail 753-1116
Wows 5:30 pt. no. asd 6 p.a.,
noevity-friligy, or 3:30 p.a.
sad 4 p. a. Satgriays, to Sure
elekvery of the wowspapfor. Calk
roast be pieced by p.n. week
drys or 4 p.a. Saterdeys to
'gametes delivery.

•

-

-

Among his chief opposition
in the race for a $40,000 first
prize were Johnny Miller, Ray
Floyd, hometown veterans
Gene Littler and Billy Casper,
Phoenix winner Miller Barber
and J.C. Snead, who won this
tournament two years in a row
before losing to Watson last
season.
Portions of the final two
rounds Saturday and Sunday
will be telecast nationally by
CBS-TV.

RICHES!

BEYOND YOUR WILDEST DREAMS

CAt0,4>

FREE LUXURY CARS, HOMES, ANTIQUES, GOTHES,
JEWELRY, BOATS, MOTOR HOMES, APPLIANCES
ETC. EVERYTHING FREE OR AT A FRACTION OF
THE COST! WE WILL SHOW YOU EXACTLY HOW
TO ACHIEVE THE LUXUR)'S AND RICHES OF LIFE IN
OUR EDUCATIONAL
3"NEWSLETTERS AND REPORTS"

liamsue
•••Jeo6iqe motnoA
OD 1:1110.4

FORTUNE ENTERPRISES, Ltd.
P.O. Box 9197 Dept. No.671
Treasure Island, Florida 33740'
Gentleman:
Yes, I know I'm paying to much for everything, but I
don't know what to do about it! I have enclosed $1.00 to
cover shipping and handling. Please RUSH me the facts on your educational
"NEWSLETTERS AND REPORTS"

PARKER F9RD,INC.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

701 Main Street

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-5273
•

.• •

,
• er

•

*EPA estimates 22 highway 15 city Your mile4ge may vary * *Excluding title, taxes and destination charges
:..717. •
#

..,:a'-.7-`4.1141W-e—.—arallograronnonee:•••44:-.ornsei,--4"- •
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Irish Romp West Virginia To

By JOHN NELSON
Bruce Flowers filledin and half as neither team scored
20 points and Clay Jellison Herb Gray hit two free throws
AP Sports Writer
scored 17 points, as did Rich more than four unanswered
had 14 as Missouri downed with 50 seconds left to lift East
The Fighting Irish of Notre Branning, and Notre Dame, points.
Kansas State 65,60 in the Big Carolina
past
Georgia
Dame went three-for-four this now 13-3, shot 80 percent from
In other games Wednesday
Eight; Army's all-time Squthern 86-85, and forward
- past week, and Coach Digger the floor to offset the 40-point involving ranked -teams,
leading scorer, Gary Winton, Joe Paine scored 20 points to
Phelps couldn't be happier.
performance
ofpumped in 18 points as the pace Bowling GreerNto a 69-43
West Nebraska upset No. 8 Kansas
The fifth-ranked Irish began Virginia's Lowes Moore.
62-58, No.9 Providence nipped
Cadets clowned Colgate 60-58; Mid-American Conference
their week-with a 75-73 victory
Flowers also snagged a Massachusetts 50-49, 10thvictory over Kent State.
over UCLA on Sunday, beat game-high "10 rebounds and ranked' Syracuse swamped
Out
Of
Game
outh 78-64 on Monday freshman Kelly Tripucka, Temple 91-66, No. 18 Virginia
FOOTBALL ,
-Ifiltrwalloped West Virginia staffing at Flowers' forward edged 11th-ranked Duke 74-73,
ATLANTkrilAPI - Sill
LAKE BUENA -V1STA, Fla.
103-82
on
Wednesday.
slot in Phelps' shuffled lineup, No. 15 Texas downed Baylor Clement, Atianta's leading
LEXINGTON, mr.---(Apf_ "My family and I are noted UK is the last school M
Washington Redskins
- "Obviously we are pleased scored 15.
78-76, 16th-rated -Georgetown scorer, will miss tonight's center Len Hauss was elected
Kentucky football Coach Fran looking forward with great the Southeastern Conference
with a performance like this
We are getting good defeated American University - National Hockey League the new president of the
Curd has'signed a new five- anticipation to the future," to raise stadium seat prices to
one tonight," said Phelps. mileage from our personnel 72-68 and No. 20 Illinois State contest against the Montreal
National Football League
year contract; UK President said Curci."The University of $10. '
"It's tough for any team to without Bill Laimbeer," said handled Northern Michigan Canadierls because of a Players'
Association in a
Otis SingletirY has an- Kentucky is a great place to
He said the only alternative play three games in four Phelps. "We
bruised knee he suffered in preconvention meeting.
had to make 75-58.
nounced.
work and the people of Ken- to the price increases would days."
some adjustments with him
In some other games, Tuesday night's NHL All-Star
Gene Upshaw, an offensive
We obviously are pleased tucky are tremendous 1ootball have
been. to
mi.rtail. _ Not only did Notre Dame eel, and we are
Hawkeye
doing
well."
Whitney scored six game in Buffalo.
'
lineman for the Oakland
with the job that Fran Curd
-7="
7.7
have to face that tough
West Virginia, 6-9, shot of his 19 points to blunt a
Clement. the Flames' only Raiders, was elected first vice
has done as UK's head football
"I certainly appreciate the
schedule, but they had.to do it poorly in the first half and Maryland ,comeback and All-Star representative, was president and
Tampa -Bay
coach," Singletary said .confidence Dr. Singletary and
with starting center Bill trailed 52-33 at intermission. North Carolina State scored injured when he crashed into a
Buccaneers tight end Bobby
Wednesday at a meeting of the the Athletics Board have
Laimbeer on the bench with But the Mountaineers played an 80-73 _ACC victory over the goal post during the second Moore
was picked as second
UK Athletics Association':
shown in me as a result of this
RY 'The Associated Press an injury.
the Irish evenly in the second Terraphai; Brad Droy scored period of the All-Star contest.
vice
president.
"I believe that he has new contract. I strongly
EAST
Pa. 58
demonstrated his capability to believe that continuity and AllelPhi 56,
initiate and sustain a program longevity with respect to the
Providence
50,
that is representative in the coach and his staff are key Massachusetts 49 SALE GOOD JAN 26 THRU
best sense of that term," ingredients in a stable and Villanova 98, Penn_ St 76
Singletary said.
-successful football program Widener 53, Cheyney St 48
Curci has completed five such as we have at UK."
Syracuse 91, Temple 66
seasons as head coach at UK. - The association also votedDRUG STORES
SOUTH
His team had a 10-1 record this unanimously to raise football
----Dayton 80, W Kentucky 72
past season and finished sixth ticket prices, beginning nextE Carolina 86, Georgia So.
in The Associated Press' col- season. The new prices are $10
lege football poll. However, for stadium seats and $6 for 85
Kentucky- could-not compete _Weedier seats, up Email& and
Furman-8X Clemson 68
in a bouLbecause of Natiinal
-.--JainikiMadiaon
63;117- CaroCoVegiate Athletic
Singletary_said without the
Association sanctions.
increases;- the football lina 63
Morris Harvey 74, Concord
The W76 Wildcats won the program would run at a deficit
48
Peach Bowl.
for the next two years, and
N Carolina St 80, Maryland
73
NASAL
Stetson 81, S Carolina 59
SPRAY
NASAL SPRAY
Virginia 74, Duke 73
Va. Commonwealth 97,
.up tailhour
Atlantic Chris 64
VMI 69, Old Dominion 60
Virginia Tech 77, Upsala 69
MONEY BA
the longest acting
GUARAN EEI
W Va. Wesl 78, W Va. Tech
games in the Pacific Division.
By ALEX SACHARE CASSETTE
TAPE
nasal decongestant
Paul Westphal had 25 points 67
AP Sports Writer
William & Mary 65,
"Right now, I wouldn't and Walter Davis 23 as
Y2 OZ. BOTTLE
trade George Gervin for any Phoenix posted its 11th Davidson 56
_
straight homecoIart triumph
MIDWEST
guard in the league."
2.50Z.
Acirian 79, Kalamazoo 69
San Antonio Spurs Coach and handed Houston its eighth
BOTTLE
Doug -Moe doesn't mince road loss in a row.
Ball St 64, N Illinois 61
Nuggets 121,Braves 119
words when he talks about
Bellarmine 79, Kentucky
Denver snapped a three- Weal 74
Gervin, his 6-foot-7 guard who
was voted to a starting berth game losing streak behind 34
Bethany,Kan.85,Friends 80
In the National Basketball points by David Thompson.
Black Hills 80, S.D. Tech 74
Ifisiociation All-Star Game The Nuggets trailed by as
Bowling Green 69, Kent St 63
many as 11 points in the fourth
Feb.5.
Butler 93, Wabash 56
"Ice' seldom takes a bad quarter before going ahead in
Cent Michigan 77, Ohio U 71
shot," says Moe, using the the final 90 seconds of
QuANTTTY
E Illinois 87,Indiana Cent 58
Kos to our colitOrroire, proscriphotif
nickname Gervin picked up regulation. Randy Smith's
RIGHTS
prescription needs Ore the v•ry heart of ow,
E Michigan 66, W Michigan
bus.ness
for his super-cool demeanor. layup for Buffalo with two
PRICES GOOD WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
RESERVED
52
4111W"
"He always seems to be in seconds left sent the game into
Illinois St 75, N Michigan 58
control of the situation. He is overtime, but Bobby Jones,
JUMBO
Alka-Seltzei
Iowa St 76, Oklahoma 74, OT
just a great player and he Thompson and Jim Price
SIZE
Missouri 65, Kansas St 60
Effective
definitely deserves to be on staked Denver to a six-point
R OL
Antacid/Anti-Gas
lead at the start of the extra
the All-Star team."
Nebraska 62, Kansas 58
NaSsiurPlus
(old
Moe will get no argument period and Buffalo never
Notre Dame 103, W Virginia
Good taste/
from the Boston Celtics, who caught up.
82
Medkin
fast action
Wayne St at Detroit, ppd.,
Niers 128,Soaks 125
were burned by the Iceman
PRINTS
LIQUID
mow
McGinnis
George
scored 15
for 37 points Wednesday night
FAMILY SIZE
OR
W Illinois 84, Mo-St. Louis 78
12 oz.
as the Spurs posted a 113-103 of his 35 points in the fourth
CREST
/
1
4 -OZ. SOLID
victory, their fifth in a row. quarter and Philadelphia held
SOUTHWEST
PLUS COLD
COLORS
•
BOX
San Antonio now leads the off a-late Seattle rally to hand
Bishop Col 78,-Texas So. 63
TOOTHPASTE
MEDICINE
Central Division by three the Sonics only the second loss
Houston 84, Texas Tech 71
ptAthioft
PEANUTS
-SCOTTOWELS
BOX OF 20 TABLETS
in their last 15 home games.
games.
NW Oklahoma 68, SW OklaElsewhere in the NBA, the The Sixers led 119-100 with homa 65
Phoenix Suns beat the 3:18 to play but Seattle closed
Oklahoma St 70, Colorado 64
Houston Rockets 118-96, the within two before Lloyd Free
Texas 78, Baylor 76
Denver Nuggets edged the sank four free throws in the
Texas A&I 72, Trinity,
Buffalo Braves 121-119 in final 1:33 to clinch the victory. Texas 69, OT
Pistons 99, Warriors 95
overtime, the Philadelphia
TCU 66, Texas A&M 59
76ers nipped the Seattle
Texas Lutheran 94, SW
Detroit erased a 22-point
ONE A DAY
SuperSonis 128-125 and the deficit in the second half to Texas 90
Detroit Pistons defeated the hand Golden State its. third
FAR WEST
Golden State Warriors 99-95.
loss in a row and 18th in 20
Pomona-Pitzer 68, Cal Tech
MULTIPLE
4-CUP--Suns 118, Rockets 96
road contests. Bob Lanier led 54
VITAMINS
ASST.
CAPACITY
Phoenix raised its record to the way with 32 points, M.L.
Puget Sound 91, George Fox
BOTTLE
COLORS
30-15, third-best in the NBA, Carr scored 24 and Eric 67
F 100
& DESIGNS
ELECTRIC
but still trails Portland by 6% Money 21 for Detroit. San Francisco 74, Santa Cla

Fran CurciSigns Five-Year

--teilege Scores

30

BEGLEY'S

MEI

JANUARY 1978

E.O.M. SPECIALS

tletefiets Hot,--Burns
37Toints

7-

MYLANTA

267

Vaselitie

200 IU

PURE PETROLEUM JELLY
1% OZ. JAR

PLAIN
OR

THEONEGERMAN WkUITCAR
THATPULLS YOU THROUGH THE SNOW.
When's the best time to go for a drive? When k snows.
Dolit laugh.That, believe us, is the best time to test drive the
new Audi 5000. With the engine over the drive wheels, the Audi's
tracking stability is s,itsatiumil...through cross--wtrirls-,---raiiv sleet,
and piles ofsnow. Bundle up, get out and test the largest German
car you can get for the money.,the only German luxury car with
front-wheel drive to pull you through.

BRACH'S

STONEWARE
SOUP MUG

ALUMINUM
HOT KIT

PLUS IRON

66

400 IU

RE XALL #014

METHILANA

NEW
FROM
GILLETTE

'Sow mar awl teat
se guir pncIll With

.-NOvotr8,35
Memory
Calculator

LIQUID
ANTACID
12 OZ. SIZE

ATRA
CARTRIDGES'

-THENEWfRONTWHEEL DRIVE AUDI 5000

HOBBY_

• 13,,ght 8-cl.grt
.PONT
• r,,11.10,11,nq

MODEL KITS
ASST AUTOS

PACK OF 5

#EL3N

#522

22
'

TO MY

VINYL OR
CANVAS
SPORTS
BAG

DOUBLE

VALENTINE
CANDY

BRACH'S
SATIN
1 lb W/ FLOWER TOP

BOX OF

COTTON MOP

as Obi-stun Street

VALENTINE ;Amor
ASST
CHOC

Carroll VW-Audi
!

PACK

HEART SHAPED
Rik BOX OF CANDY

26-6. .
•
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Teenage Klan Chapter Waging
Battle Against Homosexuals
COUIA ho tg. WW1( cittakeePaSitliarsut of schools
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP)More than 100 teen-age boys "one young man" who "has The young Klansmen,said
reportedly have organised Ku made- accusations and wants they have launched a letterlfriting campaign in the past
Klux Klan chapters at two publicity."
"We won't have the Klan on two months urging local and
area high schools and are
waging a campaign of terror, campus if I have any say-so," state officials to close._
said Gary Webb, pfincipal of homosexual gathering places
• against homosexuals.
"We are not just against Putnam City West High and demanding that owners of
by
frequented
clubs
::::blacks like the old Klan," one School.
There was po immediate homosexuals "clean up their
:-::youth is quoted as saying.-"We
•< are against gaysandthe.clubs comment from police on the act or close."
.:-:that support them-and are go- newspaper's report.
The youths told of a series of
The boya wars quoted as
-!..--1
1 ng to try to shutthem down
attended by
cross-hurnIngS
'because thi§ activity Is -saying that in late November white-robed Klan members at
• morally and socially wrong.? they Used baseball bats to an Isolated-rural site,reminisThe Oklahotna City Times attack patrons at a club that
gatherings in Okto cent of Klan
caters
•_ reported Wednesday that an - reportedly
years ago.
lahoma
50
estimated 112 to 132 students, homosexuals.In that incident,
aged mostly 15 and 16, in several people were injured, One youth said Klan recruit"\riorthwest Oklahoma City and tires slashed and can Van- ing is done "very quietly" in
the Putnam City School
surrounding suburbs have dalized.
The yo%ths also said they District area and in neigh...joined- the two teen-age
vandalized cars at a hozgosex- boring Bethany. The Putnam
4 thapters ot-dre- Klan. - •
2., The newspaper quoted sev- ual meeting spot in WM City area includes part of
- *rat students who claimed to Rogers Park in December. No northwest Oklahoma City and
-:-belong to the Klan chapters, one was reported injured in neighboring suburbs.
"The only people we won't
and Said the students -were that incident.
Area school officials ,said let in are girls, blacks, Jews or
:promised anonymity "to pre::'vent feared reprisals from they do not know if the account dope smokers," one boy said,
.• school officals and Klan broth- of Klan activity was accurate, "and we might consider
but that they are determined Catholics if the time conies."
- ers."
"We know nothing" of any
Klarr actiy
t at the high
school, sa Jim Hamilton,
Principal of Putnam City High
School. He said the newspaper

ow_
money.That's
Reason No. 1 why
we should do
your taies."

Tggsperiment Brings
Out Best In Students

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - nursery has been set up in a
Some MO high school students safe corner of the gym where
in Philadelphia are the proud careening basketballs will not
"parents" of, some not-too- make the eggs instant}Empty
bouncing baby eggs in an ex- Dumpties. •
Scott Bralow and Vickie
periment that is showing them
lie can just as easily be hard- '.Neeld are father and mother
to an egg they named James
boiled as over easy.
The exercise, meant to- Eggsxavier Bralow.
"I've really gotten fond of
teach the art of caring, hat
says - - Jame§
, also brought the egg parents him,"
Henry W Block
Eggssavier's daddy. in
contact
with
the
issues
of
We are income tax specialists
Vickie embroidered a tiny
.iltegitimacy, interracial
We ask the right questions
We dig for every honest de
marriage, divorce and child- blanket to keep their Grade A
infant cozy.
duction and credit. We want
rearing.
to leave no stow unturned to , The project was developed
When Scott and Vickie
make sure you pay the smallcannot
be with the egg,. they
by
Janet
Sklenar,
a
Ncrtheast
est legitimate tax
Hier School hygiene teacher. get an egg-sitter. Several
Mrs. Sklenar, who 1S- ei- students not • in the hygiene
•pecting a real baby any day, class have been eager
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
now, said Wednesday that yolunteers.
-I thought the whole thing
"the experiment has brought
was a Joke," said Kathie
the best out in everyone."
The student newspaper is Strewn. "I didn't take it very
153-9204
numing
a contest to name the seriously until my father sat
001(1 MOWS:
most beautiful egg,and an egg me'llown and convinced me I
6.• t•6 0691
96 a.t• 9666 SI0
should give it a try. He was
enthralled with the idea of associating the care of an egg
O11•0•■••*****N•s•s•a•0000mlaws•••■••••
with that of a living baby.'
•
•
Kathie named her egg
•
• Jennifer Ann,drew a face on it
and made it a tiny wicker
• cradle. But, alas, heartbreak
•
• was around the corner. Her
•
mi supposed spouse shunned his
• role, and Kathie became a
• single parent.
s
•
"I'm divorcing him," she
a
• said. "He didn't take care. of
• our egg. I realize now that I
•
a could never marry a man who
• refused to take half the
a
• responsiblity for ow child."
a
•
The student "marriages"
a
• were made at random, which
a
• created interracial pairings.
• One mixed couple painted one
•
•
•
il side of their egg white and one
•
• side black.
•
a
The most FAMOUS • In one class, where the boy• girl ratio was lopsided, one
HOME ENTERTAINMENT SALE of all! •
a
• girl was husbandless from the
•
• outset.
s
"My father is not crazy
• about the fact that I'm the
a
•
• mother of an illegitimate
• egg," the girl confessed. But a
a
• new boy has joined the class,a
a prospective spouse. He is
•
•
• black, she is white.
• "Wait until he hears the lat• est," the unwed egg mother
st
. • said other father.
a
•
U
•
32 IN THE SHADE
: WASHINGTON (AP)- This
• summer, don't be surprised if
• the thermometer hits a steamy
Model 4546
:32 degrees in the shade.
• That's what the reading will
$
eraelseinuhsisc
!beson toheFC
it ale, as oped
•
.a
• ica -moves into the metric sys•
•
• tem, it will begin to use the
1
• ther mometer invented by the
.
•
•• 18th-century Swedish chemist,
•
• Anders Celsius, which placed
convenience
conaie
offers
"
d
i
a
g
o
n
l
2
5
the
$
: the freezing point of *liter at '
and automation of the V.ide_ornattc _one-button
_
the boiling point at 100
tuning system, brilliant color on-its Super Brigdegrees.
:
..,
Matrix Picture Tube.and.l.Q0.%),-mlittAtatA......—..i.........4•4*..0,e-.F.ohyouteu,-they•
reliability. Fine furniture styling. too.
•
II
IN rnorneter, perfected in 1714 by
•
• the German physicist Gabriel
•
• D. Fahrenheit, water freezes at
•
• 32 and boils at 212. Zero represented the coldest temperature
•
•
•
• that anyone could produce in
• those days, by mixing mow
• with salt. „
- Today more than half of
• American households hbve
Prices Good Thurs., Fri., Sat.
U
• thermometers, many of them
Closed Wednesday
•
• dual scale. Many weathermen
broadcast the temperature in
Open Thursday & Friday Till 8:00
▪
•
both degrees. To convert.Cel•
• sills to Fahrenheit to Ale how
• hot you'll be at 32 degrees C.
▪ • multiply by nine,then divide by
.•
• five and add 32. When the ternMurray, Ky
153,7515•
Dizielind Center
I_
,
-11•1•4 mem
- perature Celsius is below zero,
igkeeeeimpeeira••••••••••••••eass
81instead of addi AU_

•

'
at

MID WINTER
RGAINS IN CB,
HIAND SOUND

OUR BEST REALISTIC'
40-CHANNEL MOBILE

95
TRC-424
21-1522

Reg. 16995

- -SAVE $70
Traveler's.,aid-for winter drivers' All popular CB tea
'tures Positive/negative ground Backed by Radio
Shack know-howl

AM/SSB BASE STATION

95 SAVE
;$150

21-1580

Reg. 42995'
40 channels x 3 = 120 AM, upper and lower sideband
channels LED readout digital clock Positive/nega
five ground

MOBILE PREAMP MIKE

CB VVALKIE
TALME

Han BLOCK

-9

Reg. 19"

Reg. 21"

BASE PREAMP MIKE

•

.19,
1TRC21-173

24

SAVE 33%1995
Lock on switch
Requires 2 AA
batts

CUT
40%

21-1173

DUAL MOBILE
CS ANTENNA

21?P2

21-1133

Reg. 34's

• Reg. 349
'

Reg. 29"

CAR CB SECURITY LOCK

Ideal tor winter sports'
CO 14 crystals Protect CB from
antenna
strap
bat - theft Includes
2 keys
Pry Buy a pair!

.= MAGNAVOX •

OMNIDIRECTIONAL
BASE STATION
ANTENNA

SAVE 1195
23-60.1. 4=0/ AL

Push
WI"'
Requires
_halt .
53 19

903 Arcadia St.

NOW° $59995

CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)

CUT 37%

CUT 28%

SAVE 95
$3 vir
Reg. 9"

I nc r ea Se s

271.411

Mounts on mirrors
for stronger signal
pattern

rlyr

r

and performance
cut; noise

HALF PRICE!6-IN-1 TV GAME
WITH "ELECTRONIC
EYE" 45 PISTOL'

95
60-3057

Reg. 7995
TV SCOREBOARD'

SAVE $40
Requires 6 C

batteries or

AC

adapter 160-3053

Hooks up to any TV set 2 or 4 can play
tennis hockey or, squash Practice, sboot
skeet moving target Remote controls

54 951

STA-52 STEREO SYSTEM SAVINGS!

CUT-PRICED AM-FM RECEIVER

95

_

I

SAVE $70

Walftut veneer, pushbutton loud
ness tape monitor Made in oar
own-factoryl
Reg. 199"

Q95

,_Angz2

SAVE 12°k
AM FM

Reg. 39"

tv witch
,
1 '" `i"

SAVE
, 14%

2-STA. WIRELESS INTERCOM
2788
Pr
63 709
Reg. 349,'Pr.

IIIIIIIIM=z011111111

SAVE 20%
as lighted talk
a" ''alt buttons AC

a, h

Converts AM r
to AM FM, 12V
oos neg grnd

""

Reg. ggis

SAVE 27%

Reg. 3"

12 773

Reg. 79"

CUT
SAVE *15 37%
849'.

TELEPHONE EXTENSION CORD
27161211
288

5-BAND PORTABLE

4995

atio
I

Reg
34"

3495

CUT 109"

CAR FM STEREO/CASSETTE

12 4315

33980

•STA:52 AM-FM Stereo Receiver
• LAB-52 Automatic Changer
• Two MC-500 Shelf-Siie Speakers

31-2072

CAR FM CONVERTER

,...L5,
7
,4:e
.
ele

7

1.1 (f 1.) s3 4 0 t

STA-52

AM-FM DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO

230

•• 'UHF. VHF ht 10. AM. FM
totApiv Use or Some St8101 onQ 1.44,144e•

.assette

Rota
,
.

FM

Bo

MA,
US11aw14.41 or Rego,re a P.4.4est
,- 11eck 44.011 lore. Asehtommi

dial

NOISE ELIMINATOR

149

270-010

3011 4 prong jack
and plug

,,-.

Reg. 2"

BATTERY TESTER

CUT 31% 795
SAVE 20%
22-030 .
Cuts Ignition noise
Easy installation

Reg. 9"

Tests popular sues
Made by us'

RADIO SHACK HAS 0 ER 6000 STORES AND DEALERS IN THE USA AND CANADA'

OLYMPIC PLAZA

B MUSIC- MAGNAVOX

• 12* $trest

L

A DLVISJON Of TANDY C

•

FipoPATION

. • i'-

Mon-Sat 10-7
Closed Sun.
•

most items
also available at
nat•o Shia
Dealers
- Look for this
soon tfl your
neighborhood

PRICES MAY

VARY

Radio
ONALER

AT INDIVIDUAL

STORES
,
/

•

•:11 th column r m
Alcohol, Drug Abuse. and
Mental Health Administration-VI.Department of Heal
Education, and Welfare
.4barikag Holiday Blues
If a person is feeling "blue"
or somewhat depressed during
the holiday season, it is not
necessarily a sign of a mental_
or emotional problem; these
feelings are not unusual during this time of_
Calvin Re
- derick of
.
trona! Institute of Mental
,
-Health.
In
Frederick's view, it
is Itideid hard for many to
maintain a chin-up attitude
when they feel low, sometimes
-without knowing specifically
why, and when everyone else
seems to be happy.
The winter holiday season,
'''-'-itentdds, -represents different'
things to people in different
societies throughout the world,.
" but there is a commop thread:
a cessation in aoivities end
work, to Provide for festivities
of one kind or another. It is
a time for good comradeship
and gaiety. For those to whom
no joy occurs, there is disappointment,_a feeling of "Why
am I nist having any. pleas- ure?" Loneliness is likely to
be particularly painful at this
time of year if there are bid
associations with _previous_
- holidays; For an 'individual
who is, in fact, alone, the

amet Is Mao wary
.1=
ow osort. tot awe too
aromao mow Pe ••••/•••41 fist.
~die
mil
Mak Plemes ad
Imo•ma dank OM weal
am
awl prookom
anwharlas
a ae
ir
tisita Wars ea madaridloa
• 0101.11IND ma.
casullas
alma a • coma•
am* mama alga Rio as Woe
lialkaw asea's a
as
oda at -1118/20.0
ahare

HOURST9:11fon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

When, problems heighten,
says Dr -Frederick, signs Of
more serious depression May
occur. These problem signs
include:
—
_
• Being unusually morose
and withdrawn, tending

Alums *P.J.'s • Housecoats
Some Reduced Up To

lioinavamaa

—

•Showing a marked contrast in his or her behav•Feeling -hopeless because
'
4 a recent loss of a kind
suth al a.
—
leaving home, death 4:a
loved one, or a broken
marriage or friendship.
• Experiencing trouble
appetite
sleeping,
changes, andtor
inibition or triply._
• Giving an indication. that
a suicldat-plan has beer
—ihout -6-tir=for- - example,_=gives away"
prized Watch or sayt,--"I
really can't take it any
more."
All but the last of these
may be *St signs of a depression brought olfloy the holiday season, says Dr. Frederick. However, if a peribn
feels that he or she cannot
handle any of these, the person should seek help.
When a person is alluding
to suicide, these allusions
should be taken seriously. Suicide, Dr. Frederick says, is
marked.by the "Three P's": it
is perceptible, predictable,
and preventable. The person
should have others around to
talk to. He or.she should be
encouraged to _set assistance
and should never be left alone
during-this time of stress.
Dr. Frederick says, if you
can "talk dixgo" a. suicide,
you will have olitetved the-holiday season in the most
meaningful of all ways because you will have bestowed
a great gift—that of renewed
....hope and courage.

Reduced For Clearance

Ladies
Fashion Wear

Dresses
Pant Suits
_SkirtSets
lionoid to

'STATE LOTTERY ,
ISN'T NEW
ALBANY, N.Y.(AP) — Government-run lotteries are not
new in the United States, say
officials of the New Y,prk State
Lottery.
The Congreas of 1776 provided a national lottery, which
had the support of Thomas Jefferson rind other first statesmen. Before 1820, Congress
passed as many as 70 acts authorizing lotteries for the building of schools, reeds and other
public works.

PROJECT
INDEPENDENCE
What Is Project
Independence?
Project Independence is a demonstration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase... It
is
designed to help older
persons remain' i(
their own homes atin
alternative to entering
Institutional facilities.
Who is eligible?
Persons who:
1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to
remain in their homes
(such as household
chores, meals, health
needs, transportation
and others), AND
Can not get the
services from any
other source.
If
you
have
questions
about
Protect.. Indepondemo
call Bonnie Ashby at

a.

753-5362.
,
1111=6.

Many Styles &
Colors yet To
Choose
From.

Heavy & Light
Weights
Large Selection

'8 & •
Many Reduced
Below /
1
2Price

Reduced For Clearance

*Dress Coats
*Long Coats
*Pant Coats
*Jackets
40

Handbags
Reducad For Clearance

,v1.•

_
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Help For Taxpayers

• - c'er;;;,-

.

-

EDITOR'S NOTE - Following is the fourth in a series of
five articles entitled "You sad
Your income Taxes." They
Iere written to help taxpayers
prepare their 1977 tax returns.
.
•By MICHAEL DOAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

Internal Rome Service au- to identify the
6 Help Wanted
returns "with a
dits about one mit of every 40 likeliho
no contest. Also, 216 were conod
the
tax
liability
victed after trials, 77 were actax returns, but a taxpayer's would
NOTICE TO
change if the returns
chances of being audited in- were
CREDITORS:
ARIBM00 PEOPLE,
quitted
and
cases
audited,
against
"
71
the
IRS
says.
ADVERTISING
crease if he has a high salary These
Autumn L Ezell, Dec'd,
were dismissed.
returns are then relooking fix part or full. •••--or takes unusual deductions.
DEADLI
NES
viewed by an IRS official who
-Tax fraud is a crime. It
Doris Earl Ezell, Rt. 2,
time opportunity. ExFor 1976, the IRS re-eiuun- decides
doesn't matter how much MOM.
whether to order an auAll display ads,
Box 139, Murray, Ky.,
cellent profit sharing.
ined 1.9 million individual tax dit.
ey is involved. It doesn't matclassified displays
..*3*
returns, or 2.25 percent, and
Adminis
trator
Call 759-1370.
who
the
rk••4
person
ter
The average taxpayer who
is," an IRS
)
and
regular
made taxpayers give Up about receives
display,
Modelle
Outland
,
Dec'd,
said.
official
most
of
his
income
_ $1.6 billion in alleged under- from wages and who sends the
WORLD BOOK - Child'
Nova Douglas, 1307
IN
Not all returns are audited by
- must be submitted
payments.
Iasi fin Swim
by 12 noon, -the day
Olive Street, Murray,
IRS
a
repthe computer system. The IRS
Sales
Craft.
W-2
form
listing
his
By income, here is the per- earned
before publication.
NAGistoosi
selected 50,000 returns at ranincome and withheld
Ky., Administratrix
resentative wanted. call
.centage of individuate who taxes
All
reader
has little to fear from an
„loin for intensive audits in 1974,
J.
N.
Mrs. Copas, 1-898-7877
•
Outland
were
,
•
audited:
Dec'd,
.DEVELOPING
and probably will mt be
lxitno such audit is planned this
rIAP,Ufleds must be
Nova Mathis, -1307
-Under $10,000, 1:8 per cent,, Audit
p.m. 1r13.
after
5
audited
all.
at
year
submitted by 12 noon
-$10,000 to p0,002, 2.44 perOlive Street, Murray,
High-income people are mo
los Poi &Ay ler
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19 Farm Eouipment

17 Mobile Home Sales

GOOSFNFIX TRAILER
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1I1 51 MOBILE HOM
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Located at Shady Oaks.
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22 Musical
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I,onardo Piano Co.,
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tn.

43 Real Estate
REALTORS

1471 MOBILE HOME 12x
65. Three bedroom,'bath
and half. Carpeted.
Unfurnished. Call 7539570.

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531-1.1161
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SHARP. Call 753-6328.
FOR SALE
month.u
Apply rri4aut-f:esCorMi;
RE ,
off
!
Phone
srt
own
an
K
e
r
o
sppe
Mobile
Sales
Home
27
Lanes, 1415 Main St. or
itlin-d portable power,
Realty, 753-1222 for
"For Reed Service
WATCIL AND.. CLOCK
use does all the work - phone 753-2202..12 X
65
THREE
more information.
In Real Estate"
repafring.• All- work
less- Polua GALAXIE,
REALTY
Vrasires and vacuums
BEDROOM, --11; bath,
711 Main 753-1222
guaranteed. Call 759automatic, power
SLEEPING ROOMS for
out deep down dirt and central gas heat, central
A SLICE OF NICE grtme
in
a
single
sweep
1231.
Thornton
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
boys, 1 block from MSU.
5271468 753-9625
air. Storm windows,
Extra
sharp
4
bedroom
LET
mileage.
Good
gas
..
IT
SNOW
Refrigerator
Tile
KATLET IT
furnished.
hurricane straps. Two
home on west side of
leans the way
Ashley wood stove
SNOW LET IT SNOW -Gall 753-1812.
8 Marble
commas do-at
45 Farms For Sale
years old. Located, Ait
Murray. This extremely
without jacket. Cali 43‘
but don't let it stop you
freehand the coot
34 Houses For Rent
612 So 9th
Fox Meadows. $7000.
neat home features
2204.
from looking at this 4 FARM FOR SALE SAYE UP TO
YOU
)
Call 753-2813.
economical central.gas
$15 00 PER ROOM)
bedroom brick, 21/2 bath
FOR _RENT - Three
Blacktop road. Kirksey
16 Home Furnishings
heat for those cold
home, family room with
bedroom,2 bath. East 94
Community. Call 4891972 DODGE POLARA, 4
LIKE NEW Harvest Go d 1171_ __UNITED Mobile
winter days ahead,
QUALITY SERVICE
teem ".•-•".
fireplace patio and
2779.
near the lake. Call
door hardtop. Good
home. Threie bedukans,
Kenmore
dishwasher
immaculat
e
landCompany
Inc. Air conmany
other extras. Call
between 6 and 9 p. m.
condition.
$850.
Call
46.
759Homes
For
Sale
1W baths, total Pm
and G.E. 30" electric
scaping,
attached
dition sales and ser753-1492. LORETTA
474-2230.
1231.
Unfunded..Can 438stove. Call 753-3763.
BY OWNER -3bedroom
garage, cozy den, and
vice. Modern sheet
JOBS REALTORS.
51
Services
Offered
5420.
brick, 11
step-saving kitchen.
/
2 baths, large
metal
department,
?O. Sports Equipment
TWO BEDROOM furkitchen-den, three welk- SERV ICEMAS_TER This is an excellent buy
Larry
nished house. One mile
Wisehart-,
IWO for nay $12.00 dos
14 Fr. Fiberghiss Bass 12 X 65 FLEETWOOD
in the low 40's. If you
in closets. Economical
Professional 'Building
President. Phone 753out of city limits. Water
hi-Air hew Store
The
Phone
Boat, 20 HP Mercury
with expando living
gas
central
want
to make the family
heat, central
Maintenance. Quality
teeter 513-2142
9290.
and garbage pickup
motor with electric
Number In
room, central electric
electric air conditioning.
happy in '78, make your
Commercial
lurnished. $50 deposit.
start, heavy duty
heat and air,3 bedroom,
Newly painted inside.
appointment
now Phone
to see
Industrial
Cleaning
$110 month. Call 753-6
. 405
fine home.
this
trailer, Lowrance depth
2 baths, fully furnished,-Attached
garage. Near
Services. Carpets,
ifter 5.
-finder, excellent conall built-ins plus dishMurray High. Im753-1222, KOPPERUD
floors,
walls,
FREE
for All YON,
dition. $1275.00. Phone
washer, and garbage- NICE Two BEDROOM "EAU'''.
mediate possession 1701
professionally cleaned
20
MILE
EstatellWes.
753-9888 dayL 1034145
disposal. Call-7534261 or-- --boUse, close to church,
Magnolia. Call. 753-7906
and maintained. ConDELIVERY
753-9969.
is'
nights.
grocery and college.
tract cleaning daily,
BY OWNER - new 3
753-0984
Couples, no pets. Inquire
weekly or monthly
Waldrop Realty
bedroom house on 150at 1408 Po lar St.
basis,
or
1-time
200 ft. lot with trees.
"In Business
cleaning. For service
House has a economical
36 For Rent Or Lease
Since 1 956Floored and reedy. Up to 11 s 14. OH bars style, offices, corteges,.
call 753-0259
heat pump, 2 baths,
753-5646
mobile home od ons, mid patios, or U./WILD, pre cart completely reedy
•
lovely den, kitchen with,
Open WeekdafS
to ossentlge up to 24 z 60. ley the best for less
Mini
built-in appliances and
Mon -Wed. 8-1
41 ACRES, all fenced,
Warehouse
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
double garage. Owner
Closed On Thursdays
located near Coldwater,
Chain Saw
Storage
Space
transferred. Call 753Fri & Sat 8-2.30
30 acres tendable, more
For Rent
And
-404,
3903.
After Roars
*Hair Cuts *Shaves
could be made tendable.
753-4758
Lawnmower
759-1119
9
.
20 Walnut Street
Priced at $30,000. Phone
BY OWNER: 3 large
•
Sales and Service
Call this number otter 5:00 to assure prompt service next day 153KOPPERUD
REALTY,
bedrooms, 11
/
2 baths, all
37 Livestock - Supplies
3685
753-1222 for all your 88 ACRE FARM just
carpet, drapes, central
CUSTOM
farm real estate needs.
listed near Kirksey.
Eastside Small
heat and air, large lot,
P
31
'
iliggill
1
1111
illikr 1111
.
SLAUGHTERING and
Excellent producing
fenced backyard, many
Repair
Engin*
processing. Hogs
•71.
farm
with
apextras. 2 miles" from
eta
Nigh', 44 East
Guy Spann Realty
scalded and processed.
proximately 70 tendable
Murray off 121S. $37,000.
MOMS
"Taw Key People
Grain fed freezer beef
acres, all fenced with 5
753-9732 or 7624970. •
In Reel Estate"
for sale. Call 1-901-642strand barb
wire
753-7724
8201,
Paris
Meat
Blacktop
highway
401 Sycamore
Merrry, Ky.
Processing.
illine.
frontage. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
THE POSSIBLE DREAM
753-1222, or stop by our
This is a home of superior quality with the finest
conveniently located
materials. Built for convenience and comfort
office at 711 Main with oversized hallways and doorways. The 3
ferric-T*1W your
bedrooms are unusually- large: - A ratlieferai'
headquarters for
ceiling overlooks the formal living room which is
Calloway County.
OLDIE BUT GOODIE
just across the pegged wood floor of the foyer
413 N. Mk St.
from the dining room. The carpet throughout _
REAL ESTATE
previdds comfort whether sitting in the family
One of U10110 homes that will be here when we've
CAREER
room in front Of the fireplace or using the inCOZY AND COMFY gone. Good in town location on a large lot with
tercom. The kitchen built for convenience has
MERE'S YOUR CNANCE
CONE GROW
garden spot. No maintainence, aluminum siding
custom cabinets, range and oven, plus a
Three bedroom ranch home with- central heat
Extremely well-built home on quite street near
Wire GALLERY
exterior with tongue & groove walls under dry
microwave oven. The 2 car garage off the paved
and air, den with fireplace, attached garage and
the university. This 3 bedroom, 2 bath quality
wall & panelling along with natural gas &
Excellent opportunity
driveway provides more than enough space for
good west side location. Priced in the mid 30's.
home features central heat and air, large rooms,
fireplace make this very economical. To see this
to join established
storage. The fenced backyard provides safety
Let us show you this roomy yet cozy home.
or others call or come by
spacious 2 car garage, abundant storage areas,
firm, now opening a
and
privacy for children or pets. By appointment
beautiful decor and landscaping. Owner wants
Branch Office in
only.
Murray. Prefer-exfast sale so phone us today, priced in low 10's.
perienced Real Estate
Bede Mil lieffhis Center
Broker but will consider Trainee. For
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
confidential interview
call Judy Krouse
John Smith
Helping peop/o is our business
71 1 Main
711 Main
753-1222
REALTOR
-,S3-1222
Evenings:
api
George
Gollegker 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
RALLERT
Helping people is our business
Gimps
GaNagiter
753-8129
Geri
Andersen
753-7132
Meisel Shred 751-1716
Harry Patterson 492-4302 Bin Koppereti 753 1222
I visisingE
ming
NOSES
Patterson
4924307
la
Kopperml 733-1222
Marie Nicks 7594056
_
lin Rayburn 753-4474
Meisoa Skreet-759-1716
-9lflç 753-4474
S-062-4214 or l.527.0%7
Marie Nicks 759-1056

Ashley
Wood

23 Exterminating
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Inc.
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Hornbuckle's Barber Shop

The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
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requested by officials in several areas,
By MANUEL SCHIFFRES
right now."
Associated Press Writer
including Owensboro.
A flash flood watch in effect earlier in
Gusting winds and snow- in the west Daviess COunty officials ordered all
the morning for eastern Kentucky was
traffic off Owensboro area roads except
and scattered flooding in the eastern
cancelled, but the entire state remained
for emergencies, and stranded travlers
mountains paralyzed Kentucky today.
.ander a traveler's advisory.
were taken to the Civil Defense shelter
Drifting snow bogged down cars on
With above-freezing temperatures on
at the Owensboro armory, Nichols said.
many major highways. Hundreds of
Tuesday and Wednesday, many of the
stranded motorists and others took
state's highways had been cleared of
Nichols said the Civil Defense shelter
refuge in Civil Defense shelters.
at Elizabethtown was being used to
snow and ice for the first time in a
Shelters were set up -tit-Na_tionril'
house motorists stranded -on Interstate - week. The new storm, the fourth in two.
Guard armories at Owensboro-and
65 and U.S. 31-W.
weeks, provided a complex comCarrollton and Christ Church at
bination of road conditions.
He said 150 to 175 people whose cars_
Elizabethtown and state police worked
were stuck on 1-71 occupied the shelter
In the east, roads were blocked by
to get motorists from their stuck cars to
mudslides and high water. In the rest of
at Carrollton, along with people who
the shelters.
the state, "the roads are frozen now
could not get home from Carrollton
Officials banned travel by tractor(from the earlier rainfall) and now we
plants and were brought to the armory
trailers and trucks carrying hazardous
have the snow, and it's extremely
in buses.
materials.
hazardous," said Roberts.
While snow immobilized the western
A day of rain preceded the storm, and
two-thirds of the state, residents of lowice and high winds snapped power lines;
lying areas in eastern Kentucky fated'
leaving many areas without electricity.
flooding, he said.
Utility officials said 200 homes in ., - "We •don't have any' - reports .Of
'
Boone County in northern Kentucky
evacuations yet, but Elkhorn Creek in
LOUISVILLE (AP) - It wasn't a
were without power for hours while
Pike County is out of its banks," he
blizzard.
-electric company trucks struggled to
said. Water from the stream rose into
The storm that delivered a knockout
get through drifting snow.
low-lying areas of Sbuth Williamson.
punch to Kentucky did not meet
As many as a third of the homes in the
Nichols said high water had blocked
National Weather Service standards for
Louisville area were without electricity
Ky 40 in Martin County and rendered
a blizzard, but Paul Hunt, a weather
for varying periods, and outages were
U.S.119-23 in Pike County "almost
service forecaster, said today that "It
reported in several communities in
impassable."
would be safe to say we had a near
LetclIESciuntr.
To make life more uncomfortable for
blizzard. though."
-Gov. juliari Carroll activated the - the state's beleaguered
residents,
While officials across the Ohio River
National Guard to be used "as needed."
temperatures are expected to fall below
Indiana called the storm a blizzard,
in
State offices were closed.
zero by Friday morning, said Rick
Hunt said Kentucky-did not have as
Louisville streets were sheets of ice.
Rogeltjea_cl_forecaster_for the weather
severe weather.
Most businesses, including General_ __bureau office in
LouisvAle.„__
Hunt said a storm is classified a
Electric, Ford and Phillip Morris, told
Rogen said the storm, which is erbli77ard if the winds are blowing at 35
employes not to come to work. Hillerich
peeled to diminish to flurries by midmph or more with falling and blowing
& Bradsby closed the plant where
morning, was expected to dump 4-6
snow, all of which is sustained for a
Louisville Slugger baseball bats are
inches of new snow on the western half
threehour period.
made.
of Kentucky and 2-4 inches in the
In Kentucky, winds weren't sustained
State. Police cars were. sent to try to
eastern section.
at
the necessary le,yel and snow wasn't
bring National Guard officers to their
" Other officials said the biter arctic
falling for the required period, Hunt
Frankfort headquarters so they could
mass that swept eastward.across the
said.
assign guard units where needed, said
state mitigated the severitk-ef- the
- -Just hOW
Gordon Nichols, public information 'flooding in eastern Kentucky.
..
.. ,Louisville? _
,. _ .. , _
.
officer for the Ante Division of Disaster
Joe
Pay,
weather
Service-. - "You Gan certainly say that it's .one of
and Emergency Services. -hydroiogist`,. called the changeover-to -the worst winter storms we've had,7
He said the guaed's help was
snow "the only relief that we can see
Hunt said.
_.

No Bilizctrct?

CHILD STUDIES AT MURRAY STATE- Rebecca Cunningham of Murray, a junior at Murray State
University, works
with pre-school and kindegarten students as part of the Child Studies program at Murray
State. Students in the
-..----eisegramaiisit classrooms on day a week to gain practical experience
AS•theY prepare for careers in elementary
education. Miss Cunningham, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Wagar of 507 Shady
Lane, is an elementary
education maior at MSU.
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Snowstorm Paralyzes Area....
(Continued From Page
-are- on duty, but very'few trouble calls
that power lines were down north of
have been reported. Sautel said the
Murray in the Flint Baptist Church
biggest problem was persons getting a
area. Crews last ilight`restored power
slow dial tone and then getting a low
to areas neer Wisehart's Grocery and
connectidn due to the overload 0 calls
in the New Concord Road area, the ' while residents are confined .to their
spokesman-said.
homes chie to the weather conditions.
A total of 2429. calls in one•day to the
Cleo Sykes, assistant Postmaster,
-Ptople's--Bank-time .and temperature. - - -Murray;said that no rural or city mail
- -service were ,recorded in the office of - - delivery is bieng mad? thdat. He said i
the South Central Bell Telephone
check with Paducah post Office ofCompany, according to Wafford Saute!,
ficials said mail trucks are not being
- manager of the business telephone
released from the Paducah Post Office
office here. as of ten o'clock and would not be until
•
Sautel said a check of the calls
noon or later to bring the mail to points
recorded showed this was the highest in
south.
one day. On the slowest day 1000 were
Mail trucks attempted to make their
recorded during the past ten days, the
routes yesterday and last night, but
manager said.
were running late. The mail truck from ,
All crews of the telephone company
Hazel to Paducah leaving here about 5

waslorced to take-a detour when
he arrived at Hardin as U. S. 641 at the
"Sinkhole Hill" near Benton was
blocked with four vehicles. The driver,
James Dawson, had to take Highway 80
east tb Highway 68 tb reach Paducah
Vic Vickers of Mctiard Wrecker
Service said this morning,that his
wreckers as well as all other'wrecker
services in Murray and Caliheray
County, are on call night and dity"In
helping to get motorists out of ditches
and snow banks, during the past two
weeks.
Vickers said he got to bed this
morning at four o'clock and was on the
Job again after
hours of sleep. He
said it was amazing that very few
accidents had been reported during this
ice and snow.

Deaths- and Funerals January Is Declared
Mrs. Pearce Dies
Mrs. Wohlhart Dies National Volunteer
At Hospital Today
Wednesday; Funeral
Blood
Donor
Month
Scheduled Friday
•

Mrs. Rosie L. Pearce, Vine
Street, Murray, died this
morning at 3:50 at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. She was 69
years of age.
Survivors include three
sons, Bobby McDougal,
Benton, Gene McDougal and
Joe Buddy McDougal, both of
Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Elaine Herzog, White Plains,
...N. V.; fciur brothers, - Noble
Farris, Murray, Floyd and
Bradley Farris, Tulsa, Okla.,
and Prentice Farris, Texas;
ten grandchildren.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of the
burial
funeral
and
arrangements.

Midest Blizzard Strands Motorists,
eavy Rain Flooding Plague East
By PATRICK ARNOLD
Associated Press Writer
A blizzard in the Midwest
stranded
hundreds
of
-motorists and forced major
road closings today, while
heavy rains and flooding
plagued the East and South.
Indiana Gov. Otis R. Bowen
declared a snow emergency
early today after the snow,
followed by a frigid arctic air
mass,swept over the state.
State police in Kentucky
closed all state highways in
the western two-thirds of the
state because of deep snow,
while some residents of
eastern Kentucky were forced
to evacuate their homes when
heavy rains prompted creeks
to overflow their banks.
And in West Virginia, more
than 1,000 persons in eight
counties in the central and
southern portions of the state
were forced to evacuate by
rising waters in rivers and
streams. A number of families
were evacuated along the Tug
Fork and the Guyandotte
River, both hit by severe
floods last spring.
Col. Arthur Goldman,
operations officer for the
Indiana National Guard, said
that 26 armories had been
opened around the state------The big problem he said "is
getting emergency crews into
the armories ... to work."
An estimated 100 to 150 cars
were stranded along Indiana
66 east of Evansville and the
occupants began arriving at
the Evansville armory shortly
before dawn. It took rescuers

tucky - hit by heavy rains
that later turned to snow -An
undetermined number of
families were forced to
evacuate their homes after
several low-lying creeks
overflowed their banks.
"I can't imagine anyone
other than emergency-related
organizations
will
be
operating today," said Tom
Little, director of support
services for the Kentucky
Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services.
"The roads are in the worst
condition they have been in all
iiinter,"
said
Johnnie
Roberts, dispatcher at the
state police post in Frankfort.
The traffic has blocked roads
d in some areas thatroad _
crew .can't get through to
work on thehighways.
Hundredssof motorists were
reported stranded, including
about 150 on Intere 71 near
Carrollton. State po'lice said
they were attempting to reach
the drivers and that none w
in serious danger.
Six inches of new snow fell
in southern Michigan today,
closing schools and businesses
and making driving "near
impossible."
The National Weather
Service said southwest Lower
UNDERSTATEMENT OF YEAR?- This sign just may be
Michigin was hardest ..hit,"
the understatement of the year. Nobody had to be told
with 6 inches of new snow on
about bridges or roadways freezing as the snow and ice
the ground in Grand Rapids
from Wednesdays diluge left the road conditions in the
before daybreak and northwest winds raking the area
worst shape they've been this winter.
about four hours to retrieve prompted state police to close in gusts exceeding 30 miles
victims. Many said they were all state highways in the per hour.
In Detroit, a steady rain
shaken up but otherwise okay. western two-thirds of the
In Kentucky, heavy snow state, while in eastern Ken- yielded to snow early today as
,temperatures fell below
/freezing and winds picked up.
Storm warnings were posted
for lakes Michigan and
Superior.
At least three deaths, one
each in South Dakota, Iowa
and Alabama, were attributed
to the storm Wednesday. •

The Murray-Calloway Americans who have given
Hospital Blood Bank was blood so that others might
Mrs.
Frank
(Lillis ) notified by the American live. We recognize the irnWohlhart of Dukedom, Tn., Association of Blood Banks portance
of the act of giving of
formerly of Calloway County. ( AABB) in Washington, D.C. -one's
self and the vital
died Wednesday at 9:40 a. m. that President Jimmy Carter
necessity of making available
at the Fulton Hospital, Fulton. has
declared
January an adequate supply of
She was a member of the "National Volunteer Blood voluntary
blood. We cannot
Dukedom United Methodist Donor Month."
meet our needs in this area by
Church.
The observances of the donations only during the
Survivors include her National Volunteer Blood
month
of
January.
husband, Frank Wohlhart, Donor Month comes at a time
Throughout the year we must
Dukedom, Tn.; one step son, of the year when, due to the
be conscious that these needs
Ronnie Stocklose, Chicago, holiday
season,
blood exist and respond to them
Ill.; one sister, Mrs. In R.• donations decrease and
generously and with comLouise Somers, Murray frequently blood requirements
passion."
Route Six.
increase. To help alleviate this
Speaking for the MurrayThe funeral has been critical yearly problem, the
Calloway Hospital blood bank,
scheduled for Friday at one p. AABB eight years ago
David Walker, Chief Medical
m. at the chapel of the Max initiated the tradition of
Technologist, said: "We are
Churchill Funeral Home with seeking Presidential sanction
sincerely grateful to the
the Rev, Dr. David C. Roos and publicly showing appeople of this area for their
officiating. Burial will follow preciation to the volunteer
continued support of this vital
in the Outland Cemetery.
donors who give of themselves medical service. Just last
Friends may call at the for those in need. Each
week a blood shortage was
funeral home.
President since 1970 has brought about by the bad
stip ported • the- --cause - -with weather and within 24 hours of
J. B. ( Burley) Scott of
proclamations and letters.
a plea for blood, the bank was
Murray Route Six died
President Carter's, letter' completely stocked. Since the
Wednesday morning at -his
reads in part:
Blood Bank was established in
home. He was 80 years of ate
"A donation of blood is an October 1974, the community
and a member of the Center
unequaled expression of has voluntarily met all its
Ridge Baptist Church.
concern for one's fellowman blood needs. Not a single unit
The Calloway man was a
and a source of deepest of blood has been purchased
retired farmer and also a
Mrs. Hardin (Lidia ) Parker satisfaction to both donor and by the hospital during this
custodian at the Kenlake of Kirksey Route One died recipient.
Millions
of time.
Hotel. Born Oct. 16, 1897, in Wednesday at 8:55 a.m. at the Americans recognize the
"We salute the entire
Calloway County, he was ,the Murray-Calloway
County nature of this act and par-" conununity for their
support
son of the late Durnas Scott Hospital. She was 81 years of ticipate in it regularly. Yet
and extend our. special apand Mary Susan Russell Scott. age.
millions more who are eligible preciation to the Murray Lions
Mr. Scott is survived by his
The deceased was a to donate do not. I welcome Club for their aid in
—--s„rid-et-Mrs:-Ivtatide Dyer Scat.L._,mprotwbr of the__Mt. Carmel this opportunity to encourage
establishing the Blood Bank
to whom he was married on United Methodist Cher-a:
-these people to join with the and for their continued supJan. 24. 1929; one daughter, Born May 28, 1898, she was the rest of us in contributinglothe
Mrs. Charles Cecil 4 Martha) daughter of the late John Wes creation of an all-voluntary
ApproximilaY-2006-persaaa
West, Calvert CIF; two sona;--- Treas and Susan Mite Usrey supply of blood for those in
are now participating in our
Paul Eagene Scott, Murray Treas.
.
. need."
local blood donor program.
. .
Route Eight, and JarrieS
Mrs. Parker is survived:by
A multiple-gallon donor Donors may participate as an
Burley Scott Jr., Orland, her husband, Hardin Parker, himself, President Carter
individual or as a member of a
Ind.; two sisters, Mrs. Ger- to whom she was married on continues: .
donor group. In either case,
trude Overby and Mrs. Helen June 14, 1925; one son, Johnny
"As a regular donor of the donor is assured that he
' Anderson, Murray; .six Parker, and one grand- blood, I appeal to those who and
his family will be covered
grandchildren, Richard, daughter," Pam Parker, have never seriously conby a _blood protection
Bryan, and Laura Scott, Clay, Winter Haven, Fla.; • one sidered the importance and
program.
Susan, and Sandy West; two brother, Earl Treas, Mayfield benefitabrparticipating, and I
"We hope that the White
_
.
.
great grandchildren, Paul Route Six.
urge all qtialified Americans House
proclamation
and
II
Scott
Eugene
Heather
The funeral will be---held to join in this life-giving illustrates both our
gratitude
Leigh Scott.
_Saturday at one p,in. at the, ceuse."
.
s
for volunteer donors and our
•
be
at
will
held
a
funeral
The
chapel of the Linn Funeral ;RecOgriiiiirg-ltrat- giving continuing need of then);
Mr.„
date and time to be announced Home, Benton, with the Rev. blood is a necessity all year Walker
said.
!
at the chapel oi the Blalock- Roger Joseph officiating long, President Carter
Any individual or group
Coleman Funeral Home with Burial will follow in the Mt. requests continuous com- interested
in joining in the
END OF THE IINE- This car came to the end of the line AS it became bogged in the
the R. Roy Gibson and the Carmel Cemetery.
mitment to the donation of blood donor program can
and ice on Highway 280 which was almost impassable by any means of
snow
Rev William Taylor oftrariFriends ma' call at the volunteer blood:
contact the Murray-Calloway
sportation early this morning.
•
ficiating. Rectal will follow -in funeral home after four p.m.
"January is traditionally County Hospital Blooltlafik 4t.
isetoripansiort nos
Cestiodisar. userk. fTherSder
"!tt' eta
SIM Photo Ily Mae
• '1' - - the snonth when we honor-the..
•,••••••
• sY,4. ..••••••••••••••••••,....,:mikple••,
JINSW•ib•••••*!•as
<
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J. B. Scott Dies

At His Home With

Funeral At Chapel

Mrs. Hardin Parker
Dies Wednesday At
Local Hospital
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LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS
BUYERS' GUIDE

Murray's first and only complete brochure with rtNitel
and descriptions o our
Itstings
Call or come by our office for
Your roPY
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